
NEIL KEENAN UPDATE: Ain't No Stopping Us Now 
 

We’re On The Loose 

 

Group K recently received the following post from a private researcher who wishes to 

remain anonymous at this time.   

 

This is his independent investigation into many of the real-life activities of Neil Keenan over 

the past 14 years or so, up to and following the theft of his FRN notes which launched his 

bell-ringing USD Trillion Dollar Lawsuit and Neil’s pursuit of the Cabal perpetrators and 

phony players along the way. 

 

This is anonymous personal confirmation of the hard-hitting exposures belted out by Neil 

over this last decade. He reveals new facts and insights, so read on and enjoy his journey 

following THE ONE, M1/N1, AMANAH NEIL FRANCIS KEENAN. 

 

 

 



Let the Fishing Begin – Anonymous 

 
I have been reviewing historical posts regarding our battle with the ‘Cabal.’   
 
After much research and the accruing of enormous phone bills I have come to the conclusion 

that most people are delusional.  

I have so many questions that have never been answered and probably never will be, but 

there is one individual out there who takes you right to the heart of the matter whether it be 

upon mountains, within jungles or cities; it does not matter.   

He caught me almost from the outset and I later realized that I had been following the 

wrong people for many years.  

Well, there is no more doubt, he only wishes he could do more posting at this time in terms 

of the battles he fights and how he sees things.   

I will bring the work of this person to the forefront here and then you may be able to answer 

some of the questions for yourselves. No one else surely other than this person has been 

able to.  

So, let’s get into the observations of the only one whose work should count. 

 

The Real Deal 

It began years ago with the theft of $USD 135 Billion dollars worth of Dragon Family bonds.   

The thieves were the Western ‘Cabal’ including the World Economic Forum and one called 

Daniel Dal Bosco of Italy. It started off with his swiping of the notes from Mr. Keenan who 

had them in safe keeping. 

This was over 13 years ago and today the matter is more relevant than ever.   

The fake money transactions which cornered the European continent turned out to be more 

than fake given that the EU never had any money to back any transaction. They were 

bankrupt.   

They played with IOU’s but would eviscerate currencies by levying a tax on all EU nations.  

Therefore, Europeans paid all the bills to the EU and they themselves had nothing to give to 

the people other than swipe positions within the national administrations.   

Alongside the EU came the World Economic Forum which was never referred to as a political 

party but considered themselves to be front runners in political elections.    

Today they consider themselves front runners in the New World Order. Just some old-timers 

running around in Pampers ready to call themselves leaders of the New World Order 

alongside the Bilderberger crew.  

Are you ready to let your world go so easily - or are you ready to fight and take back what is 

rightfully yours?   



Fighting back is easy enough especially when Neil Keenan, the “One”, who has the ability 

and wherewithal to literally take them apart. As a matter of fact, he can do so much more 

than this. He and his merry band can do many things with a little help.   

I have researched and studied Neil Keenan and he has opened all the necessary doors to 

walk through. Others make claims but I have learned that they have done literally nothing 

for us but scream for subscription payments and have seduced many with their yarns.   

The way to look at this is to reflect; return to a time when they make claim to have gone to a 

nation that has assured them of assistance in preventing the Cabal from penetrating our 

living world, thereby preventing them from annihilating the planet we call home. What you 

find is absolutely nothing. 

Not much more to say than this. If we ever woke up, we would be in the driver’s seat, but 

how many times does one have to beep his horns to get the people on this planet to 

understand that if we do not take this seriously, then we really are, and will be fodder for 

the garbage can. 

They will succeed in eliminating 90% of the people on this planet without nary a blow.  

I am not going this way, I have researched all that matters and it all comes down to Keenan 

and his putting together a team to prevent this from going any further. 

We have our guy and this is the road we must take. 

For you who do not have any idea what Neil Keenan and his team have done, let’s elaborate.  

(And I have seen many articles from others where they denote the heroics of Neil and his 

Team.) 

Here we will just lay out a few of the happenings where Keenan has taken on the Cabal. To 

top this off, I have heard that the necessary funds required to complete the next steps just 

might be on their way to Neil.   

If not, I understand that Neil might have other options - although some of them would not 

be to our liking, and to date Neil has refused such offers.  

Someday, Neil will not be able to refuse them and then what happens?   

HAPPENINGS.   

Neil Keenan and his legal team filed legal actions on the 23rd of November 2011. 

 

It was the shot heard around the world and even more so became the action known as 

Financial Tyranny no less than Pandora’s Box.   

 

Those involved in the theft of Keenan’s $USD 1.35 Billion in Federal Reserve Notes (owned 

by the Dragon Family are still being watched and soon they will pay compensation for such 

an act. 

 

https://www.scribd.com/doc/244056065/DRAGON-FAMILY-LAWSUIT-Keenan-Complaint-11-23-2011-SDNY#scribd
https://divinecosmos.com/davids-blog/995-lawsuit-end-tyranny


THE ONE - AMANAH 
Neil F. Keenan 

Legacy Portfolio. Heaven’s Gate Exclusive Edition 

August 1, 2022 
 

“IT’S IRREVERSIBLE—NEIL IS A TERROR. HE CATCHES US AT EVERY TURN.” 

(FORMER SECRETARY GENERAL OF THE UNITED NATIONS BAN KI-MOON) 

 

 

 

I’ve Finally Made It to Heaven’s Gate 

Neil Keenan was elected as Amanah of the Global Accounts by the SULTAN and 

Indonesian Elders in August 2018 upon completion of the seven spiritual rituals. 

Amanah Keenan was exalted to The One as M1 mastermind of the east-west financial 

systems in December of 2021. He had arrived. 

“Victors we will be, and to take a page out of the Rothschild book, we all know that 

“To the Victors Belong the Spoils” - Amanah Neil Keenan 

It was coined best when Amanah Neil Keenan was called a “One man wrecking 

crew.” When Keenan perceives an attack, his offensive tactics kick in and he hits back 

hard. All action, Keenan never quits. Never knocked down, but always in strategic 

offensive pursuit. 



 

 

 

 

Three Pivotal Events and A Series of Encore Performances by One Irish-
American Are the Key Catalysts to End Global Financial Tyranny   

Neil Keenan has never worked for any government or clandestine agency. He’s a 

self-made, international businessman, who eventually became acquainted with the 

Dragon Family (DF).  

Neil gained the DF elders trust and was appointed their Special Power of Attorney 

(SPOA) in 2009. As SPOA of the Dragon Family Financial Instruments (DFFI),  

He became an expert in the enigmatic world of trading between world and central 

banks — and he is well aware of the vast wealth underwriting them, all held in the 

strictest secrecy. 

The predestined 2009 SPOA appointment by Yamaguchi, the Dragon Family Elders 

representative, was the first key milestone of Neil F. Keenan’s provenance. The 2010 

stolen $134.5 billion from DFFI bonds resulted in the genesis of the 2011 Monaco 

Accords along with renowned 2011 trillion Dollar Lawsuit, which exposed the 

Khazarian-Cabal’s Pandora’s Box of global financial tyranny and their agendas.  

The transcendent second milestone occurred when Keenan performed and exceeded 

seven spiritual rituals that were validated by Indonesian Elders to unanimously elect 

him as Amanah (Trustee) of the Global Accounts (GA) in August of 2018.  



Keenan was bequeathed the former President Soekarno’s transfer of power Scepter 

and Magic Power Stick to open the GA Bunkers of gold and precious metal assets.  

GA is comprised of DFFI, gold-precious metals-gems assets, which were buried in 

hundreds of hidden bunkers in Indonesia by the Japanese Military prior to WWII (i.e. 

Yamashita’s Gold Golden Lily Operation) (one may look at the existence of the US in 

the Philippines and how the OSS (now recognized as the CIA to see many of the 

moves made with the Gold which did not belong to the US.)  

The OSS was responsible for Hitler’s escape at the end of the Second World War. 

Ironically, we find many years later that the US and England financed the Germans 

during the war thereby assuring themselves of a solid position for sure upon 

completion of the war.   

The ultimate third milestone was achieved on December 1, 2021, when Amanah 

Keenan was exalted to become THE ONE with the power and authority to 

mastermind the east and west financial systems, which is instigating the collapse of 

the Khazar-Cabal global to local corrupt and bankrupt financial system. 

As a series of encore performances, the One-Amanah Keenan intends to fulfill his 

mission to open the Indonesian Bunkers to audit and secure the Global Accounts; as 

a means to launch his gold-asset based financial systems and trading platforms - in 

order to ultimately close the Khazarian-Cabals’ Pandora’s Box.  

Keenan intends to re-file his 2011 Trillion Dollar Case in International Court demand 

the Defendants to return his stolen Dragon Family’s Financial Instruments (DFFI) by 

seeking punitive damages and court costs on multiple claims of RICO fraud, breach 

of contract and violation of international law, especially after his discovery that the 

Vatican Slush Fund lists his name on its the ledger and has distributed his funds to 

Khazar-Cabal leaders. They are being held by the Italian Financial Police to this day.   

Upon being stolen in Europe and turned over to OBAMA he has made numerous 

attempts to use said accounts for his own good.  

(An example would be the Bay of Bankok when the Shah on Anwah was to provide 

the Gold for funds issued by OBAMA. In this case we are talking about the $USD 3 

Trillion Missing dollars from the U.S.)  

Fortunately the BIS has denied anyone using said notes seeing Neil is overlooking 

them and will surely expose them.   

He does not miss a beat and from what I know Mr. Keenan wants each and every one 

of them returned and might even demand they be cashed in as they should have 

been many years ago… There are not any further options. 

 

 

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Yamashita%27s_gold
https://www.pacificatrocities.org/blog/the-legend-of-the-golden-lily-operation


AMANAH NEIL F. KEENAN 2008-2021 LEGACY HIGHLIGHTS 

Click the link for a highlighted list of Amanah Neil F. Keenan’s amazing achievements 

 

I. KEENAN’S 2009 DFFI STOLEN BONDS - 2011 TRILLION DOLLAR 
LAWSUIT  
 
What, when, where and how was the precursor to Keenan’s 2011 Trillion Dollar 
RICO lawsuit? Pime Asia News   

What makes Keenan’s lawsuit worth paying attention to is that it involves a 
mysterious June 2009 case of two Japanese citizens detained by Italy’s Border Police 
at the Chiasso, Italy train depot while traveling to Switzerland with 134 billion 
dollars in US Federal Reserve notes, bonds and other financial instruments. 

FOX News $134 Billion Dollar in US Bond seized at Italian border (Video) 

Keenan was then able to verify that the bonds carried by Yamaguchi and Watanabe 

were real, and therefore, the bonds in his possession were in fact real. He discovered 

that this theft of DFFI in Chiasso was primarily at the direction of Alan Greenspan 

and then Italian Prime Minister Berlusconi, however, it involved the vast worldwide 

network of Khazarian - Cabal organizations, banks and governments. 

On November 23, 2011, a mysterious trillion-dollar lawsuit was filed in the U.S. 
Southern District Court of New York by the Principal Keenan claiming that $USD 
134.5 billion dollars’ worth of gold was secretly given to the U.S. government in the 
mid-1930s by the then nationalist government of China for safekeeping, which the 
DFFIs were stolen from Keenan as SPOA in 2010.  

Here’s the search window that opens up when you go to pacer.gov  and type in 
Plaintiff Keenan 2011-cv-8500, filed on November 23, 2011 or access the Case pdf file.  

Dan McCue was the first mainstream journalist to cover this story in Courthouse 

News Service, a nationwide news service for lawyers and the news media.  

The article is entitled “Bizarre Claim for $1 Trillion” — but given that this is a real 

case, he was certainly interested enough to write about it.  

Courthouse News Service article didn’t reveal everything in Keenan’s complaint, by 

not quoting one of the most interesting paragraphs Thousands of trillions of dollars: 

https://ia902507.us.archive.org/34/items/amanah-nkf-2008-2021-legacy-highlights/AMANAH%20NKF%202008-2021%20LEGACY%20HIGHLIGHTS%20%281%29.pdf
https://www.asianews.it/index.php?l=en&art=15456&size=A
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=ttSmZknU9mI
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=ttSmZknU9mI
http://pacer.gov/
https://divinecosmos.com/media/Keenan_complaint_11-23-2011_SDNY.pdf
https://www.courthousenews.com/bizarre-claim-for-1-trillion/


 

“Conspiracy theory” bloggers and videographers, as well as counter agents caught 

wind of Keenan’s Trillion Dollar RICO Lawsuit.  On January 13, 2012 Financial 

Tyranny: Defeating the Greatest Cover -UP of All Time was published, but unfortunately 

was not credited to Neil F. Keenan who provided his DF SPOA Global Accounts 

expertise, Trillion Dollar RICO Lawsuit backstory, as well as other Khazar - Cabal 

documented content.   

Upon President Obama replacing Judge Howell (forced early retirement) and 

appointing his self-selected Judge as a means to thwart the case, Keenan opted to 

withdraw his case in 2012 with plans to file his lawsuit in international court. 

 

II. THE MONACO ACCORDS  
2011 – August  
 

The Monaco Accords was a genesis moment of the Global Accounts gold-assets 

timeline as its destined to be savored by future historians as a cataclysmic shift. The 

decree of the Monaco Accords assembly was to begin the process of freeing the non-

aligned nations, especially the Asian nations from domination and financial control 

by the Western oligarchy. 

For the period of a week towards the end of August 2011, a secretive meeting—

organized by Neil F. Keenan and co-hosted by Swiss officials comprised of fifty-

seven finance ministers and non-aligned leaders from across the globe—began the 

long-prepared-for task of forming a disruptive gold asset-backed, global financial 

system.  

It was a small, but decisive beginning to what, in less than two years, would become 

the one hundred and eighty nation BRICS alliance (Brazil, Russia, India, China, S. 

Africa)—which has propagated into other non-aligned AIIB and CIPS systems, 

although there’s been unsolicited influence and infiltration by the west as each lacks 

access to the Global Accounts.  

The opposition of openly conflicting and powerful globalists interest groups raises an 

important, if covert, operational issue, which will soon be resolved with the Amanah 

securing the Global Accounts and launching his own gold asset financial systems 

and trading platforms. 

https://divinecosmos.com/davids-blog/995-lawsuit-end-tyranny/
https://divinecosmos.com/davids-blog/995-lawsuit-end-tyranny/


The gathering was a powerful invitation-only symposium, co-hosted by international 
Irish-American businessman, Neil Keenan, and Swiss government officials. It started 
on dry land in the Principality of Monaco & Monte-Carlo, and then moved onto a 
one- hundred-sixty foot private yacht in Mediterranean international waters. 
 
Keenan was on the private yacht in the waters off Monaco to orchestrate the meeting 
he’d organized with the Swiss Government, which counters Ben Fulford’s WDS Intel 
claiming he was in China at the time rather than Monaco nor was on a U.S. Navy 
warship — As a sitting U.S. Senator, Jay Rockefeller would not have been denied 
entry to an American warship, nor would this hugely sensitive and secret gathering 
of non-aligned finance ministers ever have taken place on such a warship – the 
finance ministers would simply have refused to board it (B.S. Fulford’s Intel). 
 
In subsequent commentary, this conference has sometimes been referred to as “The 
Meeting of 57” and the outcome as "The Monaco Accords." 
 
Nations represented at the meeting in an official government capacity included 
Switzerland, The Netherlands, Czechoslovakia, Bulgaria, Romania, China, Russia, 
Brazil, Argentina, Uruguay, Paraguay and Venezuela. Canada was represented in a 
non-governmental capacity. Various positive transnational power groupings were 
also present, such as the US Pentagon-CIA reform faction.  
 
Certain negative fiat-casino players were strenuously refused entry. These included 

the recently deposed Japanese Prime Minister, Naoto Kan, the Managing Director of 

the IMF, Christine Lagarde, and all members of the Khazar-Cabal Nazi-U.S. 

continuum (the Rothschild Rockefeller-Kissinger-Bush Syndicate).  

No G7 governments were invited in an official capacity. Word of the gathering 

reached the Rockefellers, the pre-eminent U.S. clan of that oligarchy, who dispatched 

Senator Jay Rockefeller to essentially “crash” the party as an uninvited guest.  

 

For Jay Rockefeller it was like being thrown out of his own funeral. His Rockefeller’s 

family syndicate having the previous year lost Europe to the Rothschilds, and more 

recently lost Japan to Asian conglomerates, he was now verbally threatened and 

physically blocked from entry onto the yacht to attend the Meeting of 57, at the 

gangplank, by Neil Keenan.  

 

Initially resorting to patrician Illuminati bluster, Rockefeller attempted to talk his 

way into the Monaco meeting.  

He was rebuffed. "Don't you know who I am?" he demanded. “Yes, you’re exactly 

the person we don’t want on this boat,” replied Neil Keenan. 

 

After JR’s unceremonious ejection, the yacht was buzzed by Rockefeller syndicate 

Blackhawk helicopters equipped with activated listening technology and 

electromagnetic pulse weapons aimed at the attendees to disrupt proceedings.  

http://upload.wikimedia.org/wikipedia/commons/f/f5/Location_Monaco_Europe.png?SSImageQuality=Full


Fortunately, French Mirage F1 fighter jets on reconnaissance intercepted giving an 

overhead warning pass by tipping their wings and the helicopters rapidly retreated.  

Rockefeller’s crashing rage was to no effect and was informed that this was now a 

brave new world for the young; old mummies like him were merely dust to be swept 

away.  

At The Monaco Accords an understanding of the 57 attendees was created and 

formalized by the co-hosts of that meeting, Keenan and the Swiss Government.  

By the third week of September 2011, a total of eighty-seven sovereign national 

governments across the world had issued the Acknowledgement of Memorandum of 

the Agreement and had undertaken to formally sign the document at the pre-agreed 

moment.  

By the third week of December 2011, the number of committed and subscribed 

nations had risen to 117. By the middle of September 2013, the 178 numbers of 

sovereign nations for the Monaco Accords enacted the gold-backed global financial 

system infrastructure.  

 

BRICS Announce $200B challenge to World Financial Order 
July 15, 2014  

The BRICS nations — Brazil, Russia, India, China and South Africa — formally 

introduced their long-awaited $100 billion development bank, to be headquartered in 

Shanghai, and a currency reserve of the same size, institutions that aim to be both 

competitor and antithesis to the World Bank and International Monetary Fund. 

The Monaco Accords have proven to be a strategic game-changer event as it was 
followed by an independent world court endorsement, recognition, and given 
jurisdiction by the 178 nations, which has evolved into the providing the 
infrastructure for the subsequent BRICS alliance (Brazil, Russia, China, South Africa), 
the AFIIB investment Bank and Cross-border CIPS which are fair systems and more 
likely to serve the cause of freedom and peaceful resolution once there is direct 
access to the Global Accounts Gold Assets. 

 

III: The Black Book of Codes – Our All-Seeing Eye Weapon – Financial 
Holy Grail 
 

Keenan not only caught the cabal bankers’ irate attention by orchestrating the 

Monaco Accords and spawning the BRICS, AIIB and CIPS, but realizing that he had 

possession of the elusive Black Book (the book of codes) caused a Khazar-Cabal 

financial frenzy. Remember the Black Book opens up the Black Screens allowing 

access to verify the legal and illegal transactions of the Global Accounts assets—

when, what and why.  

http://america.aljazeera.com/articles/2014/7/15/brics-bank-announced.html
http://america.aljazeera.com/articles/2014/6/4/brics-developmentbank.html
http://america.aljazeera.com/articles/2014/6/4/brics-developmentbank.html


Knowing Keenan had the Black Book in his possession perturbed the Western 

Bankers to the degree that they changed the codes.  

The new codes were issued and in fact Neil received the New Codes in his hand 5 

minutes later.   

He has both the old and new codes so he feels comfortable knowing the theft will not 

continue unnoticed and will be dealt with shortly in a swift manner by the legal and 

security team Neil is putting together. 

Now, Neil possesses the updated Codes for the Black Book, the Book of Maklumat, 

The Book of Conveyance, Blue Book, Red Book, Operation Heavy Freedom, UBS 

Soekarno Agreement and the original 1962 Green Hilton Agreement signed by 

President Soekarno and President Kennedy.  

As M1, President Soekarno of Indonesia was the signatory for the countries. Per the 

Agreement, Soekarno was to give Global Accounts 140,000 tons of gold for U.S. 

Treasury gold backed notes.  

Kennedy was assassinated 11 days after signing the Green Hilton Agreement. When 

Keenan re-files his Trillion Dollar RICO lawsuit these documents will all be 

incorporated as evidence. 

 

NEIL KEENAN UPDATE | The Black Book Is Available! 
 

Worldwide Alert: Neil Is Pissed Off and Is Releasing His Weapons 

 

During the past three months I have felt the sting of my money being stolen, my 
bank accounts being wiped out on New Year’s Eve, my friend being killed while 
attempting to help us, and another friend surviving a car accident — all orchestrated 
by the Cabal. 

 

Keenan: The “Financial Holy Grail” is now on its way to global exposure 
(Video) 
 

http://neilkeenan.com/neil-keenan-update-the-black-book-is-available/
https://vimeo.com/123608111?embedded=true&source=video_title&owner=30578012
https://vimeo.com/123608111?embedded=true&source=video_title&owner=30578012


SPIRITUAL AND M1 FINANCIAL EMPOWERMENT:  

KEENAN IS BEQUETHED THE LATE PRESIDENT SOEKARNO’S 
SCEPTER AND TRANSFER OF POWER STICK 

President Soekarno of Indonesia was designated the role of “M1” or “monetary 
controller,” as he was selected by the nations of the world after World War II.  
 
Since Soekarno’s passing, the principal Asian depositors hadn’t assigned the role of 
M1 to a likely successor or remained undisclosed for decades.  
 
The official and legal election of a future “M1” – and perhaps the nature of that role 
was pre-determined in 2018 when Neil Keenan surpassed his seven spiritual rituals 
and was elected Amanah by the Indonesian Elders.  
 

                
 

              
 
The Elders then bequeathed Amanah Keenan the late President Soekarno’s gold-
headed Scepter and his mystical Transfer of Power Stick – empowering Keenan, as 
principal trustee to open the Global Accounts hidden Bunkers and secure the gold, 
precious metals and gems assets, as well as collateral to ultimately return the 
financial control back to the East.  
 
On December 1, 2021 Amanah Keenan was exalted to THE ONE (M1 – Monetary 
Controller) by the world nations and was given the power and authority to rule over 
both the eastern and western financial systems, which became official on December 
1, 2021. 
 

 

 

 



NEIL KEENAN UPDATE: Get Ready: THE VATICAN SLUSH FUND 
 

SHOW ME THE MONEY: KEENAN DEMANDS TO BE 
COMPENSATED BY THE CABAL BANKSTERS AND 
ORGANIZATONS FOR HIS STOLEN DFFI BONDS 
 

Amanah Neil F. Keenan is ready to cash in his collection of 1928 $1 M Fed Gold 

Notes, which will BUST the bankrupt BIS, WB, IMF, FED, Central Banks (CBDC) and 

Vatican Bank etc. thus, ending the entire western banking system altogether.  

The Green Hilton and Garuda Memorial Agreements demonstrate clearly the value 

of the global account system. a). Gold and Platinum Deposits ran into millions of 

tons. b). 1934 series Federal Reserve System Bonds, Notes issued in 1928, Kennedy 

Bonds ran into Quadrillions of US Dollars.   

Dragon Bonds are all recorded and acknowledged within the Green Hilton and 

Memorial Hilton Collective Agreements. Both Assets in the form of Bullion were 

surrendered to the Global Accounts through the United States Government and then 

entrusted to a private corporation, the Federal Reserve System. 

 

THE ONE – AMANAH NEIL F. KEENAN PRONOUNCEMENT: 
VATICAN SLUSH FUND FIENDS VIA THE QUEEN’S QINETIQ FIVE 
EYES  
 

For over 12 years, Keenan has searched for his stolen Dragon Family Financial 

Instruments (DFFI) that were entrusted with him. In his Trillion Dollar Lawsuit 

discoveries, Keenan tracked down his DFFI Federal Reserve Notes to the Vatican 

Slush Fund with his name on the ledger, which were stolen by P2 Lodge secretary 

and Vatican financial advisor, Danielle Del Bosco, whom Benjamin Fulford 

introduced Keenan to by assuring him that Del Bosco could be trusted with the DFFI.   

 

The history behind the Dragon Family Global Accounts is vast and complex and 

reaches back some 250 years. For the purposes of this brief overview, we will focus 

on two key elements which are now headlining stories around the world: debt, 

and gold. To showcase THE ONE – AMANAH NEIL KEENAN’S valor in his 

mission to secure the Global Accounts and open the Indonesian Bunkers, here are 

some key events since 2009 when the Dragon Family initially appointed him as 

their SPOA.  

 

NEIL KEENAN UPDATE | Neil Keenan Sets The Record Straight As Karen Hudes 
Mis-Speaks and Ben Fulford Mis-Steps – Monaco Accords 2011 

https://neilkeenan.com/neil-keenan-update-get-ready/
https://neilkeenan.com/neil-keenan-update-get-ready/
https://ia601402.us.archive.org/6/items/the-one-amanah-neil-f.-keenan-pronouncement-vatican-slush-fund/THE%20ONE%20AMANAH%20NEIL%20F.%20KEENAN%20PRONOUNCEMENT-%20VATICAN%20SLUSH%20FUND%20.pdf
https://ia601402.us.archive.org/6/items/the-one-amanah-neil-f.-keenan-pronouncement-vatican-slush-fund/THE%20ONE%20AMANAH%20NEIL%20F.%20KEENAN%20PRONOUNCEMENT-%20VATICAN%20SLUSH%20FUND%20.pdf
https://ia601402.us.archive.org/6/items/the-one-amanah-neil-f.-keenan-pronouncement-vatican-slush-fund/THE%20ONE%20AMANAH%20NEIL%20F.%20KEENAN%20PRONOUNCEMENT-%20VATICAN%20SLUSH%20FUND%20.pdf
http://neilkeenan.com/neil-keenan-update-nfk-sets-the-record-straight-as-karen-hudes-mis-speaks-and-ben-fulford-missteps/
http://neilkeenan.com/neil-keenan-update-nfk-sets-the-record-straight-as-karen-hudes-mis-speaks-and-ben-fulford-missteps/


Neil Keenan: The Planned Nuclear Attack in South Carolina Went Sour Thanks to 
Four Top Generals  2013 – (October) 
 
NFKupdate-20131021-01(Part 1 Video) NFKupdate-20131021-02 (Part 2 Video) 
 
NEIL KEENAN UPDATE | Back In Action, Warns Of Cabal Gold Grab In Asia And 
Of Plan For USA War With China 

 
NEIL KEENAN UPDATE | The 15 Quadrillion Dollar Vatican-Sultan of Sulu Deal 
That Would Have Sunk The Planet 
 
NEIL KEENAN UPDATE | It’s Show Time : USS George Washington Aircraft Heist 
Keenan Exposes Plot for Japan to Invade Indonesia in an Attempt to Steal Indonesian 
Gold 
 
Keenan Exposes the Cabal’s Expanding Plan to Take Gold from Thailand and a Few 
Other Asian Nations 
 
NEIL KEENAN UPDATE | Bang, Bang We Shoot You Down UBS (Dr. Eddy Seno) 
 
NEIL KEENAN UPDATE | BREAKING NEWS: Obama Out / Cabal Surrender / 
Currency Revaluation  

 
NEIL KEENAN UPDATE | OBAMA OUT MAY 4TH (VIDEO) 
 
Executive Order – Facilitation of a Presidential Transition 
 
NEIL KEENAN UPDATE | THE QUEEN’S QINETIQ PIRBRIGHT INSTITUTE 
PATENT 
 
NEIL KEENAN UPDATE | Foosteps of the Amanah  
 
This e-Book is about the FOOTSTEPS of a man named Neil Francis Keenan that he 
made on his journey to becoming the elected AMANAH, the principal TRUSTEE of 
the underlying assets and collateral of the global financial and economic system. 
 

http://www.starshipearththebigpicture.com/2013/10/21/part-two-neil-keenan-talks-about-the-planned-false-flag-in-south-carolina-going-sour-thanks-to-four-top-generals/
http://www.starshipearththebigpicture.com/2013/10/21/part-two-neil-keenan-talks-about-the-planned-false-flag-in-south-carolina-going-sour-thanks-to-four-top-generals/
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=URNCi6ozkIc
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=d11FjX14JOY
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=d11FjX14JOY
https://neilkeenan.com/neil-keenan-update-back-in-action-warns-of-cabal-gold-grab-in-asia-and-of-plan-for-usa-war-with-china/
https://neilkeenan.com/neil-keenan-update-back-in-action-warns-of-cabal-gold-grab-in-asia-and-of-plan-for-usa-war-with-china/
http://neilkeenan.com/neil-keenan-update-the-15-qaudrillian-dollar-vatacan-sultant-of-sulu-deal-that-would-have-sunk-the-planet/
http://neilkeenan.com/neil-keenan-update-the-15-qaudrillian-dollar-vatacan-sultant-of-sulu-deal-that-would-have-sunk-the-planet/
http://neilkeenan.com/its-show-time/
https://neilkeenan.com/neil-keenan-update-bang-bang-we-shoot-you-down-ubs/
https://neilkeenan.com/neil-keenan-update-bang-bang-we-shoot-you-down-ubs/
https://mainerepublicemailalert.wordpress.com/2016/05/08/neil-keenan-update-obama-out-cabal-surrender-currency-revaluation-in-progress/
https://mainerepublicemailalert.wordpress.com/2016/05/08/neil-keenan-update-obama-out-cabal-surrender-currency-revaluation-in-progress/
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=m1RC_byr_bc
https://www.whitehouse.gov/the-press-office/2016/05/06/executive-order-facilitation-presidential-transition
http://annavonreitz.com/queenandcoronavirus.pdf
http://annavonreitz.com/queenandcoronavirus.pdf
http://neilkeenan.com/neil-keenan-update-footsteps-of-the-amanah/
http://neilkeenan.com/neil-keenan-update-footsteps-of-the-amanah/


 

 

AMANAH OF OZ: REVISIONIST HISTORY 
 

AMANAH OF OZ I - BACK TO THE FUTURE:  

The Silk Road Reboot and Yellow Brick Road Reset 
 

AMANAH OF OZ II - A TRIBUTE TO M 1 PRESIDENT SOEKARNO 
 

AMANAH OF OZ III - A REVISIONIST HISTORY OF THE GLOBAL COLLATERAL 
ACCOUNTS 
 

AMANAH’S ODYSSEY 2008-2021 
 

AMANAH’ S ODYSSEY | THE HISTORY OF BANKING AN ASIAN PERSPECTIVE 

 

AMANAH’S ODYSSEY I | CALL TO ADVENTURE: TRILLION DOLLAR 

LAWSUIT, MONACO ACCORD AND THE ROOT CAUSE OF THE CASE Circa 

2008-2012 

 

AMANAH' S ODYSSEY I CALL TO ADVENTURE: AFFIDAVITS, LIENS, CEASE & 

DESISTS AND DISPATCHES Circa 2008 2012 

https://ia601401.us.archive.org/26/items/amanah-of-oz-back-to-the-future_202112/AMANAH%20OF%20OZ%20BACK%20TO%20THE%20FUTURE%20.pdf
https://ia601401.us.archive.org/26/items/amanah-of-oz-back-to-the-future_202112/AMANAH%20OF%20OZ%20BACK%20TO%20THE%20FUTURE%20.pdf
https://ia601401.us.archive.org/26/items/amanah-of-oz-back-to-the-future_202112/AMANAH%20OF%20OZ%20BACK%20TO%20THE%20FUTURE%20.pdf
https://archive.org/details/amanahofoziiatributetom1presidentsoekarnodocx_202004/mode/2up?view=theater
https://archive.org/details/amanahofoziiiarevisionisthistoryoftheglobalcollateralaccounts_20200416/mode/2up?view=theater
https://archive.org/details/amanahofoziiiarevisionisthistoryoftheglobalcollateralaccounts_20200416/mode/2up?view=theater
https://archive.org/details/2021-amanah-s-odyssey-the-history-of-banking-an-asian-perspective/mode/2up?view=theater
https://archive.org/details/2021-amanah-s-odyssey-i-call-to-adventure-trillion-dollar-lawsuit-circa-2008-2012/mode/2up?view=theater
https://archive.org/details/2021-amanah-s-odyssey-i-call-to-adventure-trillion-dollar-lawsuit-circa-2008-2012/mode/2up?view=theater
https://archive.org/details/2021-amanah-s-odyssey-i-call-to-adventure-trillion-dollar-lawsuit-circa-2008-2012/mode/2up?view=theater
https://archive.org/details/2021-amanah-s-odyssey-i-call-to-adventure-trillion-dollar-lawsuit-circa-2008-2012/mode/2up?view=theater
https://archive.org/details/2021-amanah-s-odyssey-i-call-to-adventure-affidavits-liens-cease-desists-and-dis/mode/2up?view=theater
https://archive.org/details/2021-amanah-s-odyssey-i-call-to-adventure-affidavits-liens-cease-desists-and-dis/mode/2up?view=theater


AMANAH' S ODYSSEY I CALL TO ADVENTURE:  

NEIL KEENAN UPDATES BACKSTORIES Circa 2008-2012  

 

AMANAH' S ODYSSEY II THE SUPREME ORDEAL:  

NEIL KEENAN UPDATE Circa 2013 

 

AMANAH’ S ODYSSEY II | THE SUPREME ORDEAL: 

NEIL KEENAN UPDATE Circa 2013-2014 

 

AMANAH’ S ODYSSEY II | THE SUPREME ORDEAL:  

NEIL KEENAN UPDATE Circa 2015 

 

AMANAH' S ODYSSEY II THE SUPREME ORDEAL:  

NEIL KEENAN UPDATE Circa 2016-2017 

 

AMANAH’ S ODYSSEY III | UNIFICATION— TRANSFORMATION:  

NEIL KEENAN UPDATE Circa 2018 

 

AMANAH' S ODYSSEY III | UNIFICATION TRANSFORMATION:  

NEIL KEENAN UPDATE Circa 2019 

 

AMANAH’ S ODYSSEY III | UNIFICATION TRANSFORMATION: 

NEIL KEENAN UPDATE Circa 2020 

 

AMANAH’S ODYSSEY IV | THE ROAD BACK—HERO’S RETURN:  

NEIL KEENAN UPDATE Circa 2021  

 

 

https://archive.org/details/2021-amanah-s-odyssey-i-call-to-adventure-nk-updates-backstories_202103/mode/2up?view=theater
https://archive.org/details/2021-amanah-s-odyssey-i-call-to-adventure-nk-updates-backstories_202103/mode/2up?view=theater
https://archive.org/details/2021-amanah-s-odyssey-ii-the-supreme-ordeal-neil-keenan-update-circa-2013_20210302/mode/2up?view=theater
https://archive.org/details/2021-amanah-s-odyssey-ii-the-supreme-ordeal-neil-keenan-update-circa-2013_20210302/mode/2up?view=theater
https://archive.org/details/2021-amanah-s-odyssey-ii-the-supreme-ordeal-neil-keenan-update-circa-2013-2014/mode/2up?view=theater
https://archive.org/details/2021-amanah-s-odyssey-ii-the-supreme-ordeal-neil-keenan-update-circa-2013-2014/mode/2up?view=theater
https://archive.org/details/2021-amanah-s-odyssey-ii-the-supreme-ordeal-neil-keenan-update-circa-2015_202103/mode/2up?view=theater
https://archive.org/details/2021-amanah-s-odyssey-ii-the-supreme-ordeal-neil-keenan-update-circa-2015_202103/mode/2up?view=theater
https://archive.org/details/2021-amanah-s-odyssey-ii-the-supreme-ordeal-neil-keenan-update-circa-2016-2017/mode/2up?view=theater
https://archive.org/details/2021-amanah-s-odyssey-ii-the-supreme-ordeal-neil-keenan-update-circa-2016-2017/mode/2up?view=theater
https://archive.org/details/2021-amanah-s-odyssey-iii-unification-transformation-neil-keenan-update-circa-2018/mode/2up?view=theater
https://archive.org/details/2021-amanah-s-odyssey-iii-unification-transformation-neil-keenan-update-circa-2018/mode/2up?view=theater
https://archive.org/details/2021-amanah-s-odyssey-iii-unification-transformation-neil-keenan-update-circa-2018/mode/2up?view=theater
https://archive.org/details/2021-amanah-s-odyssey-iii-unification-transformation-neil-keenan-update-2019-docx_202103/mode/2up?view=theater
https://archive.org/details/2021-amanah-s-odyssey-iii-unification-transformation-neil-keenan-update-2019-docx_202103/mode/2up?view=theater
https://archive.org/details/2021-amanah-s-odyssey-iii-unification-transformation-neil-keenan-update-2020/mode/2up?view=theater
https://archive.org/details/2021-amanah-s-odyssey-iii-unification-transformation-neil-keenan-update-2020/mode/2up?view=theater
https://ia601403.us.archive.org/13/items/2021-amanah-s-odyssey-iv-the-road-back-a-hero-s-return-2021/2021%20AMANAH%E2%80%99S_ODYSSEY_IV_THE_ROAD_BACK%E2%80%94A_HERO%E2%80%99S_RETURN_2021.pdf
https://ia601403.us.archive.org/13/items/2021-amanah-s-odyssey-iv-the-road-back-a-hero-s-return-2021/2021%20AMANAH%E2%80%99S_ODYSSEY_IV_THE_ROAD_BACK%E2%80%94A_HERO%E2%80%99S_RETURN_2021.pdf


     

 

THE ONE’S OPUS 2022 - THE ONE’S IRISH STONE OF 
DESTINY  
 

OFFICIAL OFFICE OF THE AMANAH 12/02/2021 ANNOUNCEMENT:  

As of December 1, 2021, Amanah Neil Keenan’s status was exalted to THE ONE. 

 

 

http://neilkeenan.com/page/3/


     

 

THE ONE AND ONLY—who has possession of the sealed Black Book and foisted by 

his predestined superior authority and pinnacle power over the world’s financial 

system—inclusive of the eastern Dragon Family Financial Instruments (DFFI) by his 

2009 appointment as Special Power of Attorney and fulfilling his mission of securing 

the Global Collateral Accounts (GCA); as well as restructuring and refinancing the 

corrupt fiat and debt defunct Khazarian - Cabal’s western banking systems backed 

by THE ONE’s gold/silver asset currencies i.e.:  

World Bank, Bank of International Settlements, International Monetary Fund, 

Federal Reserve, National Central Banks, Vatican Bank, Queen’s Bank and tiered 

banks. 

Upon his Indonesian Elders election as Amanah in 2018, Keenan has mostly been in a 

strategic stealth mode while covertly battling the cabal, discoursing with influential 

people and negotiating with powerful leaders to reach agreements.  

On December 1, 2021, Keenan accepted the global spiritual, political and financial 

leaders entrusted acclamations and their chosen recognition of his ordained status as 

THE ONE. 

As THE ONE, Neil Keenan has proven himself to be resolute, fearless and spiritually 

invincible in of the Cabal-Khazar’s malice efforts to: bribe and sideline him, intercept 

and pilfer his bank accounts, deter his international businesses and seize his 

properties, as well as countless metaphysical and physical (15+) assassination 

attempts.  

Plotting Keenan’s demise has been and will be the Cabal-Khazar’s financial and 

power checkmate moves to realize their evil means to destroy, dominate and 

depopulate the planet.  

But, the Cabal-Khazar’s ulterior United Nations 2021-30 Agenda will fail and not 

become a reality. THE ONE’S valor and victory has metaphysically manifested in the 

spiritual realm and is presently emerging into physical existence. 



While there has been loss on many fronts during these decades, the Cabal-Khazars 

futile attempts on Neil’s life have been brilliantly foiled and miraculously overcome 

by Keenan’s innate knowing and his spiritual protectors. Keenan’s Irish ways and 

American resilience has only emboldened and empowered him to ultimately achieve 

the status of THE ONE—Keenan is still standing and almightier than ever. 

Neil Keenan is renowned for his infamous Bite once he’s nefariously crossed, 

especially since his November 23, 2011 Trillion Dollar Lawsuit that opened the 

Khazar - Cabal’s Pandoras Box.  

Once elected as the Amanah in 2018, Keenan’s Bite became more ferocious and 

detrimental. Now, with the exalted status of THE ONE, Keenan’s Bite will have 

absolutely no mercy to those who have not rightly honored humans—the true 

creditors of the world’s wealth.  

THE ONE is laser focused and has a precise bead on the Cabal-Khazars, especially 

those who have retreated to their bolt-holed enclaves in the: United States, United 

Kingdom, Ireland, European Union, New Zealand and Australia— they are all in his 

proximate crosshairs.  

There is nowhere in the world (and off world) for the inhumane criminals to escape 

from THE ONE—Neil Francis Keenan is the tip of the spear, whose spiritually 

armored and akin to Saint Michael battling the demonic Dragon with his mighty 

sword. 

With the loyal support of his Group K team, THE ONE will drop the power hammer, 

administer his world’s financial authority and enforce justice to right the wrongs of 

the Cabal-Khazars Synagogue of Satan, which have deprived, enslaved and harmed 

our sovereign humanity.  

THE ONE and ONLY will ultimately usher in the Golden Age by funding 

humanitarian and planetary projects from eons of accrued traded wealth, amassed 

precious metals assets and financial heritage accounts. 

Neil Keenan’s transmuted status as THE ONE signal the closing parts one and two of 

AMANAH’S VALOR & VICTOR TRILOGY featuring his legacy from 2008-2021– 

AMANAH of OZ and AMANAH’S ODYSSEY.  As the caterpillar chrysalis 

transforms into a beautiful butterfly, Amanah Neil Keenan has metamorphosed to 

begin his new life’s path and create an epic narrative of THE ONE’S OPUS…! 

"Who rules East Europe commands the Heartland; Who rules the Heartland 

commands the World Island; Who rules the World Island commands the World." 

In 1904, Halford Mackinder gave a paper on "The Geographical Pivot of History" at 

the Royal Geographical Society, in which he formulated the Heartland Theory.  

 

Respectfully, Anonymous  

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/The_Geographical_Pivot_of_History
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Royal_Geographical_Society
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Heartland_Theory


The End Game 

 

    

 

Here I Come – I’m On My Way Klaus Schwab of the World Economic Forum 

 

      

                                             

 



THE ONE – AMANAH NEIL F. KEENAN 
PRONOUNCEMENT: VATICAN SLUSH FUND FIENDS VIA THE QUEEN’S 

QINETIQ FIVE EYES 
 

 

 

Neil Keenan was elected Amanah (Trustee) by the Indonesian Elders August 2018  

upon successfully completing the Seven Spiritual Rituals 

 

   

 

       Vatican Bank Guarded by Swiss Guards                      Queen’s QinetiQ 

 

THE ONE – AMANAH NEILL F. KEENAN is shown holding the 2018 Amanah 

Agreement with the Indonesia Ambassador, which validates that he is the official 

Amanah (Trustee) ‘elected’ by the Indonesian Sultan and Elders.   

To fulfill his mission to secure the Global Accounts Bunkers as a means to fund 

humanitarian projects and usher in the Golden Age for humanity; Keenan is demanding 



recompense from his stolen $134.5 Billion Dragon Family Financial Instruments, which 

he’s traced to the Vatican Bank Slush Fund – Queen’s QinetiQ Five Eyes – 

New Zealand’s Security Clearance Loop Hole “Agent of Foreign Power” – Obama and his 

Foreign Power Shadow Government Officials Accounts. 

For over 12 years Amanah Neil F. Keenan has looked for the stolen Dragon Family Financial 

Instruments (DFFI) which were entrusted with him. In his discoveries for his Trillion Dollar 

Lawsuit [Over $USD 1.1 Trillion including compound interest],  

Keenan tracked down the DFFI Federal Reserve Notes, which were stolen by P2 Lodge 

(Vatican secretary and Vatican financial advisor, Danielle Del Bosco, whom Benjamin 

Fulford introduced to and assured Keenan he could be trusted with the DFFI.   

Del Bosco (mystery man who has vanished) was/is associated with Giancarlo Bruno, World 

Economic Forum, LLC Head of Financial Institutions and Executive Committee Member. Del 

Bosco and Bruno were the Dynamic Duo thieves, which orchestrated the steeling of Keenan’s 

$134.5 Billion DFFI Federal Reserve Notes.  

THE ONE – AMANAH NEIL F. KEENAN’S “penis-less” nemesis: BENJAMIN FULFORD. 

Evidence has revealed that Fulford had earlier connections to the Vatican Slush Fund 

before he introduced Keenan to Del Basco and Bruno who stole the DFFI Federal Reserve 

Notes for the Vatican Bank and World Economic Forum (WEF).  

Ben Fulford's post came out on Jeff Rense Channel on January 10, 2011 just before Bob 

Chapman's Vatican Slush Account blog was posted...It appears that Jeff Rense was the 

communication go between Fulford and Chapman. 

Bibliotecapleyades.net/sociopolitica/sociopol_fulford73.htm 

Jeff Rense also had an Illuminati $65 Trillion Slush Fund blog post in 2006 

https://rense.com/general70/cash.htm 

“Slush fund accounts of major US politicians identified and seized at Vatican Bank 

(Rome). Connection established with Daniel Dal Bosco RICO indictment, which cites Giancarlo 

Bruno, Silvio Berlusconi & Ban Ki Moon.  Beneficiaries of the covert Vatican accounts include Barack 

Obama, Michelle Obama and each of the Obama children, Michelle Obama’s mother, all the Bushes 

and the Clintons, including Chelsea Clinton, Joe Biden, Timothy Geithner, Janet Napolitano, several 

US Senators, including Mitch McConnell, several US Congressmen including John Boehner, several 

US Military Chiefs of Staff, the US Provost Marshal, the US Judge Advocate General, the US 

Supreme Court Chief Justice, John Roberts, several US Judges, the Pope, and several Cardinals. 

Big money was found in each of the accounts. The longer the beneficiaries have been in office, the 

greater the account balances were found to be. They range from a few million USD to more than a 

billion USD in the case of John Roberts. The total number of slush fund accounts so far identified at 

the Vatican Bank is said to be between 600 and 700. This number is likely to grow as international 

élite corruption investigations spread worldwide.” 

 

This list was updated in a 2020 Vatican Bank audit where 5,000 accounts were blocked and locked for 

various offenses including money laundering and fraud. 

In opening the ultimate Khazar-Cabal Pandora’s Box, Keenan has spent millions of his own 

funds and loss of properties in casting his worldwide DFFI dragnet to pursue the Cabal 

bastards who had their pirating and profiting hands on his Federal Reserve Notes. Keenan’s 

https://www.courthousenews.com/bizarre-claim-for-1-trillion/
https://www.weforum.org/agenda/authors/giancarlobruno
https://www.weforum.org/agenda/authors/giancarlobruno
https://www.bibliotecapleyades.net/sociopolitica/sociopol_fulford73.htm
https://rense.com/general70/cash.htm


dragnet discoveries haven’t only expanded his original Trillion Dollar Lawsuit list of 

Defendants for his pending International Court refiling, but also by tracing the DFFI Fed 

Notes financial intelligence ratlines network and geopolitical scope of payoffs, as well as 

circling back to the Vatican Bank Slush Fund, much to his disbelief—Keenan uncovered the 

Khazarian Babushka Nesting Dolls of the 166 Financial Intelligence Units embedded within 

the Queens QinetiQ Five Eyes Alliance Network.  

 

 

 

 

The Vatican Bank 
 

The Vatican Bank is also known as the Institute for the Works of Religion. This is a private 

institute which is located within Vatican City and it is run by an advisory board who gives 

report directly to the pope and a committee of cardinals.   XXXXXXXXXXX YES/NO 

 

The Institute for the Works of Religion 
 

Given its mission, the IOR is different from any other financial services provider. The 
mission of the Institute is to serve the Catholic Church in all its forms (Holy See - 
Related Entities - Religious Orders - Catholic Institutions - Clergy - Accredited 
Diplomatic Corps - Holy See employees) by holding and administering entrusted 
assets and providing dedicated payment services worldwide. The IOR therefore 
continues its journey as an "instrument" of the new financial and administrative 
architecture of the Holy See and the Vatican City State. 

 

SUPERVISORY AND FINANCIAL INFORMATION AUTHORITY (ASIF) 
 

The Supervisory and Financial Information Authority (Autorità di Supervisione e Informazione 

Finanziaria – ASIF) is the competent authority of the Holy See and the Vatican City State for 

the supervision and the regulation aimed at the prevention and countering of money 

laundering and the financing of terrorism and for the financial intelligence, as well as for the 

https://deepstate.news/2021-05-31-check-out-us-establishment-related-slush-fund.html
https://www.dailymail.co.uk/news/article-3565161/Vatican-auditors-close-5-000-suspect-bank-accounts-investigation-finds-secret-slush-funds-used-possible-insider-trading-tax-evasion.html
https://vatican.com/The-Vatican-Bank/
https://vatican.com/The-Vatican-Bank/
http://www.ior.va/content/ior/en.html
https://www.aif.va/ENG/Home.aspx


prudential supervision and regulation of those entities that carry out a financial activity on a 

professional basis. 

The ASIF carries out its institutional activity according, inter alia, to the Law No. 
XVIII of 8 October 2013. The ASIF is a member of the Egmont Group, the global 
forum that currently brings together the financial intelligence units of 152 countries 
and jurisdictions, and in the context of which rules and best practices for 
international collaboration and information exchange are shared.  

On a bilateral level, ASIF has entered into Memoranda of Understanding for the 
international exchange of information with the competent supervisory and financial 
information authorities of various jurisdictions, including: Albania, Andorra, 
Argentina, Armenia, Aruba, Australia, Austria, Belgium, Brazil, Bulgaria, Cape 
Verde, Canada, Chile, Colombia, Cuba, Cyprus, Czech Republic, Ecuador, Estonia, 
Finland, France, Germany, Ghana, Gibraltar, Greece, Guernsey, Honduras, India, Isle 
of Man, Cook Islands, Jersey, Italy, Latvia, Liechtenstein, Luxembourg, Malta, 
Mexico, Moldova, Monaco, New Zealand, Norway, Netherlands, Panama, Paraguay, 
Peru, Poland, Portugal, United Kingdom, Romania, Russia, San Marino, Serbia, 
Slovenia, United States of America, South Africa, Spain, Switzerland, Taiwan 
(Republic of China), Hungary, Uruguay. 

 

The Egmont Group 
 

Recognizing the importance of international cooperation in the fight against money 

laundering and financing of terrorism, a group of Financial Intelligence Units (FIUs) met at 

the Egmont Arenberg Palace in Brussels, Belgium, and decided to establish an informal 

network of FIUs for the stimulation of international co-operation. 

The Egmont Group is a united body of 166 Financial Intelligence Units (FIUs). The 
Egmont Group provides a platform for the secure exchange of expertise and financial 
intelligence to combat money laundering and terrorist financing. The Egmont Group 
continues to support the efforts of its international partners and other stakeholders to 
give effect to the resolutions and statements by the United Nations Security Council, 
the Financial Action Task Force (FATF) and the G20 Finance Ministers. 
 
 

Queen’s QinetiQ Umbrella Organization 
 
The British monarchy controls QinetiQ Group Plc (UK) and SERCO (UK)—two British 

companies with over $18 billion in U.S. Internet, Navy, Army, Space, Financial Intelligence 

and bio-warfare contracts—QinetiQ UK adjoins premises with The Pirbright Institute—

the patent holder of the Coronavirus (COVID-19). 

 

https://egmontgroup.org/
https://www.qinetiq.com/en-au/sectors


NSA and GCHQ cooperation within 5 Eyes are the two most powerful 

surveillance entities in the world, with historical ties work closely together. 
 
Five Eyes, 9 Eyes and 14 Eyes Alliances 
 
In addition to the core nations of the Five Eyes Alliance, the existence of two other 

international intelligence-sharing agreements has been confirmed. These two agreements, 

known as the Nine Eyes and Fourteen Eyes Alliances, may not be as tight-knit as the Five 

Eyes Alliance, but they still have wide implications for internet privacy. 

 

Here is a brief breakdown of each of the three Alliances: 

Five Eyes: US, UK, Canada, Australia, New Zealand 

Nine Eyes: Five Eyes + Denmark, France, Holland, Norway 

Fourteen Eyes: Nine Eyes + Germany, Belgium, Italy, Sweden, Spain 

 

Third Party Contributors: Israel, Japan, Singapore, South Korea 

  

 

 

FIVE EYES INTELLIGENCE OVERSIGHT AND REVIEW COUNCIL (FIORC) 
 

In addition to these national organizations, there exists the Five Eyes Intelligence Oversight 

and Review Council (FIORC). 

https://www.dni.gov/index.php/ncsc-how-we-work/217-about/organization/icig-pages/2660-icig-fiorc


SERCO 
 

Serco is a FTSE top 250 company managing over 500 contracts worldwide. Employing over 

50,000 people, we operate internationally across four geographies: UK & Europe, North 

America, Asia Pacific and the Middle East and across five sectors: Defense, Justice & 

Immigration, Transport, Health and Citizen Services. 

 

Pirbright Institute   
 

 

 

 

   

 

https://www.serco.com/
https://www.pirbright.ac.uk/
https://www.pirbright.ac.uk/


France's Macron Just Gave Away the Plot with His Outside Voice:  
 

The plot, by the way, is to transfer power over the global money supply to the International 

Monetary Fund (IMF) by eventually doing away with individual central banks. 

To that end Macron’s latest proposal is to bailout Africa because COVID by coordinating 

$100 billion in gold sales of national reserves of the G-7. Who would they sell that gold to? 

The IMF. That money can then be distributed by the IMF, expanding the supply of SDRs — 

Special Drawing Rights — using the gold as collateral for the development loans. 

He’s talking about $100 billion here.  That’s around 1600 tonnes of gold at current prices.  

32150.7 ounces/tonne x $1900 per ounce. $0.06109 billion per tonne.  1610 tonnes of gold. 

Interestingly, a Tweeter on Twitter put a lot of pieces together with this, saying, in effect that 

that this is the humanitarian cover story for the upcoming liquidation of Italy. 

   

Five Eyes is an Enemy of Humanity – AIM Truth Bits 

We know that our 17 intelligence agencies are propaganda pushers for the benefit of your 

spy network called Five Eyes. We know that the Queen has controlling shares of Pirbright, 

QinetiQ and SERCO, and that it is these companies that released the patented coronavirus 

into China. 

“Mr. President, I wish to draw your attention to the Global Security Fund, set up in the early 1990s 

under the auspices of Jacob Rothschild. This is a Brussels-based fund and it is no ordinary fund: it 

does not trade;  

It is not listed and it has a totally different purpose. It is being used for geopolitical engineering 

purposes, apparently under the guidance of the intelligence services;  

I have previously asked about the alleged involvement of the European Union’s own intelligence 

resources in the management of slush funds in offshore accounts, and I still await a reply.  

To that question I now add another: what are the European Union’s connections to the Global 

Security Fund and what relationship does it have with European Union institutions?” 

 

Here's Why Obama and Co. Didn't Lose Their Security Clearances When They Left Office 

- Big League Politics 

http://web.archive.org 

 

FIVE EYES ON YOU 

When you leave office why aren’t Security Clearances terminated? 

BLP exposed in our “Hurricane Electric” expose and our Facial Recognition expose that the 

Intelligence Community (specifically the FBI) collects, exchanges, shares and disseminates private 

identifying information on a global platform.  

https://www.zerohedge.com/geopolitical/frances-macron-just-gave-away-plot-his-outside-voice?
https://www.zerohedge.com/geopolitical/frances-macron-just-gave-away-plot-his-outside-voice?
truthbits.bloghttps://truthbits.blog/2020/05/03/five-eyes-is-an-enemy-of-%20%20humanity/
http://web.archive.org/web/20210122222710/https:/bigleaguepolitics.com/heres-why-obama-and-co-didnt-lose-their-security-clearances-when-they-left-office/
http://web.archive.org/web/20210122222710/https:/bigleaguepolitics.com/heres-why-obama-and-co-didnt-lose-their-security-clearances-when-they-left-office/
http://web.archive.org/
http://web.archive.org/web/20210122222710/https:/bigleaguepolitics.com/crossfire-electric-exposed-fusion-gps-had-access-to-obama-fbi-surveillance-database/
http://web.archive.org/web/20210122222710/https:/bigleaguepolitics.com/government-documents-obama-fbi-took-personal-info-from-citizens-of-14-states-exposed-it-to-russia/


As aforementioned in the articles, this information is how dossiers are created for any citizen of the 

United States and citizens of countries that partner with the Intelligence Community through various 

MOUs in place for such exchanges. 

During the House Oversight Committee hearing in March of 2017, they explored privacy issues 

concerning the use of facial recognition technology and discussed the need to put forward legislation to 

limit some of its use. Jason Chaffetz was very concerned by the FBI representative as a Privacy Impact 

Assessment (PIA) was not properly done before this Next Generation Identification (NGI) Interstate 

Photo System was deployed. 

The concerns raised were based on privacy issues, violation of the Privacy Act of 1974 and how to 

monitor access to the NGI systems the Intelligence Community has deployed since 2008. Chaffetz 

grilled Ms. Del Greco, whom the FBI and DOJ sent to represent them. Del Greco refused to answer 

the questions posed. 

Dan Coats who is now the Director of National Intelligence made concerning and alarming 

statements this past week in regards to privacy and information sharing in addition to mocking our 

President’s olive branch extension to President Vladimir Putin.  

This clearly indicates that he either did not know about the invitation (inferring he is not in President 

Trump’s close circle of trusted advisers) or that he blatantly and so unprofessionally shows his 

disagreement. 

Specifically, he said “The first recommendation I want to make is that we must improve information 

sharing between the government and the private sector. Only if we do this can we blend the needed 

information to both inform government decision-making and private sector that is dealing with 

cybersecurity issues.” 

The FBI is responsible for policing crimes and executing investigation on a FEDERAL level. 

Officially, internationally, we have other Intelligence Elements that we use so how is it that the FBI 

software successfully helped identify Mohamed Abrini as the third suspect in the terror attack at 

Zaventem airport as reported by L’ Echo on April 15, 2016? 

Sarah Sanders said President Trump is investigating HOW to revoke their clearances. Why is he 

investigating? If Comey was fired, why does he still have clearance? The answer is: FIVE EYES. Five 

Eyes is how the Deep State operates. 

“Five Eyes is a surveillance arrangement comprised of the United States’ National Security Agency 

(NSA), the United Kingdom’s Government Communications Headquarters (GCHQ), the Australian 

Signals Directorate (ASD), Canada’s Communications Security Establishment (CSEC), and New 

Zealand’s Government Communications Security Bureau (GCSB)” as per Dailey’s article “The 

Intelligence Club: A Comparative Look at Five Eyes,” published in the Journal for Political Sciences 

and Public Affairs in June 2017. 

Not a lot of people were paying attention but Hillary Clinton, James Comey (after he was fired), 

Barack Hussein Obama, Huma Abedin and many others traveled to New Zealand in 2017-2018. 

Why? It’s possible that they still hold their clearance. 

In New Zealand, to access the system you have to be an Agent of a Foreign Power. Hence, the above-

named persons, can access the database of the Intelligence Community of the United States without 

being monitored freely from New Zealand.  

This is why their clearances have NOT been revoked which should be automatic once they resign, get 

fired or retire. “When I resigned from my Army Intelligence Unit after my wife had our fourth child, 

http://web.archive.org/web/20210122222710/https:/www.washingtonexaminer.com/chaffetz-house-oversight-and-government-reform-committee-face-big-challenges
http://web.archive.org/web/20210122222710/http:/www.brusselstimes.com/brussels/5445/the-man-in-the-hat-identified-thanks-to-fbi-software
http://web.archive.org/web/20210122222710/http:/www.brusselstimes.com/brussels/5445/the-man-in-the-hat-identified-thanks-to-fbi-software
http://web.archive.org/web/20210122222710/https:/www.omicsonline.org/open-access/the-intelligence-club-a-comparative-look-at-five-eyes-2332-0761-1000261.php?aid=89994
http://web.archive.org/web/20210122222710/https:/www.omicsonline.org/open-access/the-intelligence-club-a-comparative-look-at-five-eyes-2332-0761-1000261.php?aid=89994
http://web.archive.org/web/20210122222710/https:/www.cnn.com/2018/03/23/politics/obama-new-zealand-nose-rubbing-greeting/index.html


my TS/SCI clearance was terminated instantly as my new post did not demand it” said retired Intel 

Analyst for the US Army. 

Amanah Neil F. Keenan is in total stealth mode to not only reclaim his stolen DFFI Federal 

Reserve Notes and indict all the fiends, but to ultimately turn this worldwide Cabal Cluster 

F*ck around.   

Keenan is covertly finalizing his arrival to Indonesia to open the bunkers and secure the 

Global Accounts, as well as deal with the demise of the dastardly Khazar-Cabal by his band 

of Gurkhas, which he is the Commander. 

Keenan is one angry Amanah whose mission is to secure the Global Accounts (GA) Bunkers 

to fund humanitarian and planetary projects with the launch of an exclusive Eastern 

Financial System and Trading Platforms.  

To put the final nail on Pandora’s Box, Keenan is super-charged to take out the Khazar - 

Cabals, who have been embedded as geopolitical and financial leaders from local to regional 

to global governorship by the same Khazarian Barbarians who have controlled our planet for 

eons.  

Neil is fully aware of the financial bribery playbook and the puppet actors in power—whose 

strings are pulled and directed by the Khazar - Cabal.  

The Cabal’s shadow leadership are the heads of nearly all potent organizations led by 

Khazars posing as the Jewish and/or Hebrew entities.  They’re the exact opposite of what 

they claim to be as the “Chosen Ones.”  

They’re evil entities, which extend to the highest of Masonic Orders to the Order of The 

Knights Templar – the original thieves who stole the gold and precious metals traded for 

goods along the Spice Routes and Silk Road. 

 

  

  

There’s nowhere on, under or above this planet for the Khazar Mafia and their minions to 

hide anymore. While The One - Amanah Keenan has been taking them down one-by-one this 



past decade, he’s been putting his powerful Group K team together comprised of heavy 

hitters from both the West and the East for the final score take down.  

In amassing his esteemed dream team, Keenan has held high-level meetings with powerful 

players and influencers throughout the East and West and they’ve vowed they’re allegiance 

to him as The One with the power and authority to oversee both East-West financial systems.   

The Eastern nations are anxiously awaiting Keenan’s return as Amanah to Indonesia and 

Asia in knowing they’ll soon be fodder in the hands of the Cabals without Neil’s powerful 

presence and operating his Amanah Headquarters from within.   

The recent Cabal Direct Energy Weapon (DEW) disaster capers are causing volcanic 

eruptions, excessive flooding and explosions, etc. in their efforts to cause Jakarta and Java to 

sink into the Indian Ocean to prove their point.  

Even before his arrival, Amanah Keenan has already put stop gaps into place and causing his 

own commotion, which will be pulling the plug on their NWO control and depopulation 

dreams.   

 

Vatican auditors close 5,000 'suspect' bank accounts in ... 

Vatican auditors close 5,000 'suspect' bank accounts after investigation finds 

secret slush funds used for possible insider trading and tax evasion 5,000 Vatican bank 

accounts have been suspended ... 

 

The Vatican's new corruption scandal - New York Post 

Oct 23, 2019Reports have emerged detailing the movement of Vatican money 

through slush funds across Europe — and a Vatican investment of more than $250 million 

into luxury London apartments, brokered ... 

 

Vatican Slush Fund Set Up For Ruling Elite, Funded By ... 

Slush fund accounts of major US politicians identified and seized at Vatican Bank (Rome). 

Connection established with Daniel Dal Bosco RICO indictment, which cites Giancarlo 

Bruno, Silvio Berlusconi & Ban Ki Moon. On Wednesday 5th January 2011, it emerged that 

US establishment-related slush fund accounts had been located in, and seized from ... 

 

Communist China was created by Jewish infiltrators working for the International 

Banking Cartel 

 

https://www.dailymail.co.uk/news/article-3565161/Vatican-auditors-close-5-000-suspect-bank-accounts-investigation-finds-secret-slush-funds-used-possible-insider-trading-tax-evasion.html
https://nypost.com/2019/10/23/the-vaticans-new-corruption-scandal/
https://bigfatfurrytexan.wordpress.com/2011/01/25/vatican-slush-fund-set-up-for-ruling-elite-funded-by-federal-reserve/
https://archive.is/isvTS
https://archive.is/isvTS


 

 

Breaking Chinese Defector Confirmed As Top Counterintelligence Official 

 

Cable:  

TOP MILITARY GENERALS BEING DEBRIEFED >>ON 

Dong Jingwei/head of CCP Counter INTEL is currently in the hands of the Defense 

Intelligence Agency> He gave evidence on; 

_on Biden laptop. 

_confirmed 1/3 Chinese students> U.S are spy's  

_evidence on U.S Officials who took $$>CCP 

_spy's in U.S. 

_corrupt U.S INTEL AGENCIES 

_BANKING System that launder money between China & U.S 

_All involved in the Corruption with CCP 

 

X 

Currently Debriefing on Chinese Military complex that creates bioweapons.>wuhan 

 

Amanah Keenan is a Celtic conqueror and a fighting Irishman, who is metaphysically 

flanked by the King of the Ginn, Spiritual Indonesian Elders, as well as his band of Gurkhas.  

The Golden Dragon Family are standing strong with Keenan and many other stealth 

warriors who are on the front lines of the Light Brigade.  

https://redstate.com/jenvanlaar/2021/06/17/breaking-chinese-defector-confirmed-as-top-counterintelligence-official-n398374/amp?__twitter_impression=true


Keenan is officially serving notice to the dark and evil Khazarians that they and their cast of 

Cabal – who’ve committed Financial Tyranny, Crimes against Humanity and have caused 

the destruction of our planet. All individual Khazarians and Cabal organizations will be 

obliterated by a barrage of potent and lethal forces inclusive of a tenfold boomerang effect as 

vengeance from the 20 attacks and assassination attempts they plotted against Keenan over 

the past 12 years.   

Let’s see how the Khazar Puppet Masters and their Cabal Puppets cower from what will 

soon to befall upon their Satanic, Luciferian and Babylonian-Baal Financial Tyranny.   

 

 

 

 

 

 

PS: Once THE ONE – AMANAH NEIL F. KEENAN arrives in Indonesia to open the 

Global Accounts (GA) Bunkers, there will be more than volcanoes erupting (which was 

caused by the Khazar -Cabal by Direct Energy Weapons DEW).  

 

 



 

 

 

INDONESIAS MERAPI VOLCANO ERUPTS 4 TIMES 

Jakarta, June 4 Indonesia's most active volcano Merapi erupted four times with lava flowing 

as far as 1,500 metres from the crater, according to the Geological Disaster Technology 

Research and Development Centre. 

 

 

 

 

 

 Temptations - Get Ready  ‘Cause Here I Come… On My Way” 

 

 

 

 

AMANAH NEIL F. KEENAN 

https://english.lokmat.com/politics/indonesias-merapi-volcano-erupts-4-times/amp/?__twitter_impression=true
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=A3Ix4hKSnxQ


2008-2021 LEGACY HIGHLIGHTS 
 

 

 

Neil Keenan was elected Amanah by the Indonesian Elders August 

2018  

upon successfully completing the Seven Spiritual Rituals 

 

The Arabic definition of the word or title Amanah: Someone else’s assets that have 

been deposited and entrusted to the AMANAH and usually under a written 

Agreement or Record or even a verbal Agreement.  

AMANAH could even be a person who you are entrusted with to protect from any 

circumstance, event or anything else that would bring any kind of harm to that 

AMANAH. You would be called ‘IL AMEEN’ (The Entrusted One).  

It is definitely an honour to be IL AMEEN for anything or anyone. 

 



 

 

“The people of Asia raised their voices and the world listened.” 

 

“Do not think that the oceans and the seas will protect us. The food that we eat, the 

water that we drink, yes, even the very air that we breathe can be contaminated by 

poisons originating from thousands of miles away.” 

 

“The unconventional has become the conventional, and who knows what other 

examples of misguided and diabolical scientific skills have been discovered as a 

plague on humanity.”  

- President Soekarno 

 

 

 

“For this country is moving and it must not stop. It cannot stop. For this is a time 

for courage and a time for challenge. Neither conformity nor complacency will do. 

Neither the fanatics nor the faint-hearted are needed. And our duty as a party is not 

to our party, but to the Nation and indeed, to all mankind. Our duty is not merely 

the preservation of political power, but the preservation of peace and freedom.”  

(Undelivered Speech by JFK 11/22/1963) 

 

 

2008:  

 

 Keenan is CEO of International businesses, trades with a flair for 
finance deals 

 Keenan mixes with top-tier geopolitical, corporate, financial 
powerful influencers 

 Keenan forms an inner-circle of intelligence sources to rethink and 
redo systems 

 Keenan is authorized as POA of Dragon Family Financial 
Instruments (DFFI) 



 Keenan educates himself about the Dragon Family and the Cabal 
operatives  

 

2009:  

 

 Keenan accepts SPOA custodianship of DFFI’s Assets: Gold FRNs, 
Bonds, etc 

 Keenan engages in DFFI international financial claims and banking 
transactions 

 Keenan helps disguised ‘old man’ who fell and was jabbed with 
deathly toxins 

 
2010:  

  

 Keenan mentored by Dr. Van de Meer, a renowned expert on 
Global Accounts 

 Keenan expands his international ventures and financial dealings 
in Asia Circles 

 Keenan learns and experiences Cabal’s global financial and 
nefarious operations 

 Keenan researches and works on the Claim with his Lawyer in 
filing the Lawsuit  

 

2011:   

                                                                                                                         

 Keenan becomes POA by Dr. Edy Seno Soekanto Trustee of 
Soekarno’s Trust 

 Keenan launches landmark “Monaco Accords” meeting of 57 
global ministers 

 Keenan files “Trillion Dollar Lawsuit” for the return of the stolen 
bonds 

 

2012:  

 



 Keenan meets with and mentored by Count Albert Chiang—
Dragon Family 

 Keenan files Liens Against G7 Central Banks & Federal Reserve 12 
Banks 

 Keenan dispatches France Sarkozy, Italy Berlusconi, Queen Beatrix 
ends reigns 

 Keenan dispatches Hillary Clinton, Timothy Geithner, Eric 
Holder’s resignations 

 Keenan exposes fraud and holds phony Euros printed by BIS Euro 
Central Bank   

 Keenan rejects and retaliates against EU for fraud Euros to pay 
GCA interests 

 Keenan closes BIS on EU and freezing trading for 90 days forcing 
CBs to default 

 Keenan withdraws Trillion Dollar Lawsuit claim—seeks 
international jurisdiction 

 Keenan continues tracking down Danielle Dal Bosco—hidden by 
the Vatican  

 Keenan gathers evidence adding U.S. Treasury as Defendant for 
Lawsuit re-filing 

 Keenan blasts Blankfein for Globalist Goldman Sachs plan to take 
over Europe 

 Keenan pressures Christine Lagarde to end IMF in laundering 
mirroring of GCA  

 Keenan battles with OITC David “Crayfish” Crawford and David 
Sales swindles 

 Keenan declares Reagan’s “Wanta Funds” as myth as it were stolen 
from GCA 

 Keenan states Soekarno Funds, Dragon Family-Heritage 
Foundation are in BIS 

 Keenan Soekarno Foundation expired in 1998 but it is still owed 4 
Trillion USD 

 Keenan discovers President Suharto’s UBS attempts to claim 
Soekarno’s Trust 

 Keenan discredits UBS Soerkarno’s Foundation Bullion fraud 
documents 

 Keenan announces UBS goes down with Soekarno documented 
evidence 

 Keenan outs Keith Scott’s double agent alias Amon Christensen 
(AC/DC) 



 Keenan catches Keith Scott and Peter Wagoner in act of double-
crossing him 

 Keenan outed the swindling trade plot entangling him and Beyou 
Soekarno 

 Keenan exposes Scott-Wagoner Cease & Desist forging Dr. Edy 
Seno signature 

 Keenan frames Scott-Wagoner with Lawsuit 2.5% Family Heritance 
Guarantee 

 Keenan connects Keith Scott to Winston Shrout and outs their con 
games 

 Keenan axes World Bank, GESARA, OPPT, Swiss-Indo and Red 
Dragon scams 

 Keenan uncovers Poofness, Casper, Cobra, White Hats financial 
disinfo scams 

 Keenan fights Nelu’s arrest for transacting fraud money framed by 
Keith Scott 

 Keenan generates a list of ‘Ali Babas’ GCA gold thefts that 
occurred in 2012: 
Japan, Sri Lanka, Credit Suisse Securities Limited; Japuga Holding 
Company, Limited; Mr. Keji Matsumura, Corporate Advisor of 
Japuga Holding Company, Limited in Japan; Mr. Rajagopal 
Kartheepan, Mr. Reiji Onizawa (Credit Suisse Securities (Japan) 
Limited; Director -Global Foreign Exchange Sales; Sri Lankan 
Former President Mahinda Rajapakse 

 Keenan declares to all Cabal ‘Ali Babas’: There are no “Open 
Sesames” here! 

 Keenan files International Liens, Cease and Desists: 
  * ACKERMANN, Josef / DEUTSCHE BANK  

* BAN Ki-MOON, Secretary-General United Nations 
* BANK FOR INTERNATIONAL SETTLEMENTS (BIS) 
* BARCLAYS GROUP, London and Worldwide. 
* BAROSSO, José Manuel D., President of the European 

Commission 
* BERLUSCONI, Sylvio, former Prime Minister of Italy 
* BERNANKE, Ben S., Chairman, Board of Governors of the 

Federal Reserve 
* BLAIR, Tony A.C.L., former Prime Minister of the United 

Kingdom 
* BLANKFEIN, Lloyd C. / GOLDMAN SACHS 
* BUSH Sr., George H.W., 41st President of the United States of 

America 



* BUSH Jr., George W., 43rd President of the United States of 
America 

* CAMERON, David W.D., Prime Minister of the United 
Kingdom 

* CLINTON, Hillary D.R., United States Secretary of State 
* CREDIT SUISSE (CS) 
* DAVIGNON, Étienne F.J., former vice-president European 

Commission 
* DIMON, James / JP MORGAN 
* DRAGHI, Mario, President, European Central Bank (/ex-

GOLDMAN SACHS) 
* EMANUEL, Rahm I., Mayor of Chicago 
* FEDERAL RESERVE SYSTEM and all CENTRAL BANKS 
* GEITHNER, Timothy F., United States Secretary of the 

Treasury   
* GREENSPAN, Alan 13th Chairman, Board of Governors of the 

Federal Reserve 
* HSBC GROUP 
* INTERNATIONAL MONETARY FUND (IMF) 
* KISSINGER, Henry A. 
* MONTI, Mario, Prime Minister of Italy (/ex-GOLDMAN 

SACHS) 
* NETANYAHU, Benjamin “Bibi”, Prime Minister of Israel 
* PAPADEMOS, Lucas, Prime Minister of Greece (/ex-

GOLDMAN SACHS) 
* PAULSON, Henry former United States Secretary of the 

Treasury (74th)   
* QUEEN ELIZABETH II. HOUSE of WINDSOR, United 

Kingdom 
* QUEEN BEATRIX HUIS van ORANJE, The Netherlands 
* ROCKEFELLER, David Sr. 
* ROCKEFELLER, John “Jay” D. IV 
* ROMNEY, W. Mitt 
* ROMPUY van, Herman A., President of the European Council 
* ROTHSCHILD de, Evelyn R.A. 
* ROTHSCHILD de, David M. 
* RUBIN, Robert E., former United States Secretary of the 

Treasury (70th)   
* SARKOZY, Nicolas, President French Republic   
* SOROS, George 
* SUMMERS, Lawrence, former Director of the National 

Economic Council (USA) 



* UNION BANK OF SWITZERLAND (UBS) 
* UNITED NATIONS 
* WOOTTON, David, Lord Mayor CITY OF LONDON 
* WORLD BANK (International Bank for Reconstruction and 

Development) 
* ALL GOVERNMENT offices in the United States, Germany, 
Great Britain, Italy, The Netherlands, Belgium, France and Japan; 
* ALL Commercial and Central BANKS at any location in the 
world, especially those with a registered office or branch in 
Switzerland, Hong Kong, Singapore, United States, Germany, 
Great Britain, Italy, The Netherlands, Belgium, France, 
Indonesia, Philippines, Japan; 
* ALL PERSONS, CORPORATIONS or other LEGAL ENTITIES 
attempting to use these accounts without the expressed written 
permission of the undersigned. 
 
 
 

2013:   

 
 Keenan reports Group K and Patriots end plot to detonate nuclear 
warheads 

 Keenan refuses the Rothschild’s 
$15 Trillion GCA bribe to disappear far away 

 Keenan catches ECB printing 
counterfeit notes for its European Union Bailout 

 Keenan receives fraud bonds 
evidence putting FRBNY in Lawsuit crosshair 

 Keenan challenges Indonesian 
Court Judges in his effort to free Nelu from prison 

 Keenan averts an extortion attempt 
to impair his work in opening GCA Bunkers 

 Keenan discovers an infiltrator 
leaker-security breach amongst his inner circle 

 Keenan confirms 85% of GCA 
DFFI originates from the Qing Dynasty Empress 

 Keenan granted his role to protect 
and free GCA assets by Elders for Indonesia 

 Keenan recognizes the160 Non-
Aligned Nations (NAM) Alliance with GCA 



 Keenan accepts a financial 
managerial seat on the Qing Dynasty Board-Empress 

 Keenan exposes One People’s 
Public Trust (OPPT) as a Globalist ‘Shell Game’ 

 Keenan shuts down dangerous 
OPPT Cabal $6m sting operation usurps freedom 

 Keenan survives poisoning from 
OPPT Military Order Declaration death threat 

 Keenan notifies Indonesia-
Switzerland of Swiss-Indo’s overthrow plans-arrests 

 Keenan mourns and honors the life 
of friend-mentor Dr. Michael Van de Meer 

 Keenan snags former DB Josef 
Ackermann in UBS-BG-LLB gold stockpiling plot 

 Keenan discloses J. Ackerman-
Bilderberg Group’s plans Asian financial system 

 Keenan amasses fraud evidence 
against Mario Draghi’s ECB counterfeit notes 

 Keenan circumvents Cabal’s 
sparking financial chaos in Cyprus & PIGS nations 

 Keenan leaks UBS dumping 
$USD@20%-Bonds@30% discount forcing collapse 

 Keenan averts a Cabal DHS 
Cyprus-Style plot to seize U.S. Banks destroy USD 

 Keenan catches Banksters ploys to 
bypass the 4-6 weeks verification of funds 

 Keenan declares ‘Hell to Pay’: K. 
Scott’s bribe of Prosecutor Tanti in Nelu’s case 

 Keenan addresses David 
Crayford’s slander campaign to revive OITC’s fraud 

 Keenan reveals fraudulent 
“Common Law” claims and UCC filings by con-artists 

 Keenan deals blows to Richard 
Armitage Globalist Gold plundering in Indonesia 

 Keenan meets with powerful Asian 
clans in Hong Kong discuss Global Accounts 

 Keenan announces the Dragon 
Family Depositors receive support from “Angels” 

 Keenan retains lawyers to 
represent Nelu at Court proceedings with influencers 



 Keenan rebuts David ‘Crayfish’ 
Crayford smearing charges causing his retreat 

 Keenan and team escape explosive 
gas assassination attempt in hotel suites 

 Keenan challenges Gene Carlo and 
‘boys’ with $1m+ hit money to take out Neil 

 Keenan discloses intel on Obama’s 
Indonesia retreat with 500-man ops on GCA 

 Keenan spoils Hagel’s plans to 
steal GCA asset to end Federal Reserve Debt 

 Keenan outwits Banking Cabal that 
are blocking his accounts and wire transfers 

 Keenan slams Federal Reserve debt 
plot to reset financial system-seize GCA 

 Keenan amasses allies in support 
to defeat the Cabal-Cartels to protect the GCA 

 Keenan meets Count S. C. Chiang, 
leading figure of Asian Clans gets his support 

 Keenan sees lineal heir Sukarno 
Pakubwono X—Asian Clans guardian of GCA 

 Keenan verifies audited GCA 
documents valued wealth of ninety-three quadrillion 

 Keenan shares Ancient Allied 
Clans ‘Ten Points’ humanity plan for the GCA 

 Keenan outs World Bank Jim Yong 
Kim, President, and Sri Mulyani Indrawati 

 Keenan consults with Peter Eyre, a 
historical authority on GCA with documents 

 Keenan reports “A billion people” 
in Asia said to be following Keenan’s efforts 

 Keenan accepts invitation to meet 
with additional Asian Asset Holder in China 

 Keenan offers extra fortification of 
Indonesian Bunkers-Asian Family “Depositors” 

 Keenan catches Cabal pulling 
massive Indonesia gold theft to hijack GCA assets 

 Keenan reveals his own Financial 
Doomsday Weapons against the Cabal theft 

 Keenan outs George Soros in 
Indonesia as Cabal Families have Gold infighting 



 Keenan asserts cessation of 
Monsanto, Chemtrails…UN Agenda 21 genocide 

 Keenan alerts Pentagon Generals 
of Nuclear War Head off coast of S. Carolina 

 Keenan warns Edy Seno to protect 
the Blue Book, Red Book and Black Book 

 Keenan recovers from poison 
assassination attempt as “sitting duck” in Indonesia 

 Keenan tackles the Cabal ploys of 
World Bank fired whistleblower Karen Hudes 

 Keenan “got out of dodge” as 
Texan Cabal pursued him for Black Book-Gold 

 Keenan escapes Cabal abduction, 
rescued in Europe, protected by special ops 

 Keenan ends Rothschild-S. Korean 
plot to steal 300,000 MT Gold to fund WWIII 

 Keenan halts George Soros and 
Emperor of Japan in gold grab for Cabal U.S. 

 Keenan confronts VP Biden threat 
to S. Korea to give up gold to corporate USA 

 Keenan forewarns Cabal-Dragon 
Family avows all gold thieves will “disappear” 

 Keenan outs Australia prime 
minister: “You’re a globalist, Abbott and we know it.” 

 Keenan intervenes in Geithner and 
Merkel plot to cause EU economic collapse 

 Keenan organizes security forces to 
protect Indonesian Elders from gold seizures 

 Keenan declares that they will take 
Mario Draghi of Italy down with P2 Lodge 

 Keenan proclaims “We will do it 
our way” in moving forward into the New Year 
 

2014:  

 

 Keenan states the Dragon Family is financing a bank of the BRICS 
alliance 

 Keenan discloses Electro-Magnetic Pulse weapons are at our 
disposal and use 



 Keenan sends “Enough” diplomatic communique to German 
Chancellor Merkel 

 Keenan accuses Federal Reserve of 100-year misappropriation of 
GCA assets 

 Keenan reveals names of Cabal who hide their wealth in off-shore 
accounts 

 Keenan orders Cease & Desist to the top tier Cabal Elites and U.S. 
Congress  

 Keenan exposes the IRS as a foreign entity with no federal law to 
pay taxes 

 Keenan orchestrates Dragon Family funding of the BRICS financial 
alliance 

 Keenan keeps in check the Cabal ploys to ‘heat up’ Japan and 
China conflict  

 Keenan gains access to Dragon Family’s EMP weapons to protect 
GCA Bunkers 

 Keenan shares healing remedy to counteract effects of radioactive 
Chemtrails 

 Keenan says ‘no’ to a leading Bilderberger who desired to join 
Group K Team 

 Keenan proclaims to release Black Book to expose the Cabal and 
Cartel Actors 

 Keenan decrypts Black Book codes tracing Banksters Black Screens 
dealings 

 Keenan divulges the group of nine men who are the apex of the 
Cabal pyramid 

 Keenan shares Dr. Group’s anti-radiation health solutions-
products for protection 

 Keenan-16th Amendment Federal Tax of US citizens was never 
ratified by states 

 Keenan-IRS isn’t U.S. Gov Agency: It’s a Puerto Rican Trust-No 
Legal Authority 

 Keenan states U.S. Taxpayers fund military industrial complex 250 
years of war 

 Keenan declares U.S. States in revolution against Federal Tyranny 
liquidation 

 Keenan warns of G20 Bankers plan to ‘fire sale’ territories, 
property rights, assets 

 Keenan serves Cease and Desist Demand to G20 Cabal leaders-
elitists criminals 



 Keenan battles John Kerry HARRP threats to destroy Indonesia-
Cabal Gold raid 

 Keenan addresses the suspicious rash of 1,500 + Bankers being 
‘suicided’ 

 Keenan names G. Soros and E. Davignon take down of American 
middle class 

 Keenan challenges multi-national pharmaceuticals—launches 
healing technology 

 Keenan reports Cabal is exterminating humanity by toxic air, land, 
water attacks 

 Keenan states there’s no global financial reset without the GCA 
assets and audit 

 Keenan enjoys George Soros’ financial panic as Ireland-England 
plans EU exist 

 Keenan criticizes U.S. Militia readiness to act to protect Americans 
natural rights 

 Keenan has a ‘bead’ on Bill Gates for his treasonous crimes against 
humanity 

 Keenan forewarns of Soros and Rothschild pillaging of Ukraine 
against Putin 

 Keenan has historical meeting with the top six Global Accounts 
stakeholders 

 Keenan prevents quadrillion-dollar deal between Sultan of Sulu & 
Vatican 

 Keenan discloses and terminates South Korea’s biggest gold heist 
in history 

 Keenan prevents Japan from invading Indonesia in an attempt to 
steal gold 

 Keenan exposes and intervenes Clinton Foundation plot to 
overthrow Indonesia 

 Keenan is a first ‘invited’ westerner to enter Indonesian GCA 
repository bunker 

 Keenan issues “Cease and Desist” Demand to USA Corporation 
behalf of GCA 

 Keenan exposes Cabal’s expanding plan to plunder gold from 
Thailand Bunkers 

 Keenan recovers, takes antidotes-caused by poisonous robotic 
insect injection 

 Keenan snags NWO 3rd heist attempt to illegally seize the Bunkers 
GCA Assets 



 Keenan extinguishes SwissIndo and OPPT renewed efforts to steal 
GCA funds  

 Keenan reveals 2 UN diplomats caught by Vatican with $3.1T 
counterfeit bonds 

 Keenan shields Dragon Family from pressure by NWO Cabal to 
sign off on GCA 

 Keenan supports the Bundy family stand off against Federal 
takeover of ranch 

 Keenan ousts Obama with his Asian and Ukrainian geopolitical-
financial Coup 

 Keenan backs countries with gold asset currency not Rothschild 
Central Bank fiat 

 Keenan regards Russia’s Ruble and China’s Yuan anti-Fed $ 
exchange systems 

 Keenan sees U.S. Corporation-Zionist imperialism in East Asia 
control imploding 

 Keenan proclaims Obama as #1 International Terrorist calls for 
indictment-arrest 

 Keenan sights top-tier Cabal Bankers being ‘suicided’ besides mid-
level bankers 

 Keenan outs Cabal elite behind the SwissIndo ‘Office of Military 
Settlement’ fraud  

 Keenan notes Google sites Neil Keenan Updates #1 ranking at 
95,000 daily hits 

 Keenan catalyzes “No-Fly Accords” 177 international alliance of 
Cabal Blacklist 

 Keenan shares project plan of a global image database of Cabal-
Cartel criminals 

 Keenan backs citizens preventing UN mercenary’s unlawful 
invasion on US soil  

 Keenan genesis of BRICS (Brazil, Russia, India, China, South 
Africa) formalized 

 Keenan predicts US $ death-knell as nations bypass U.S. Petro-
Dollar for trade  

 Keenan sights Soros threat of removing England’s manufacturing if 
BREXIT vote 

 Keenan announces the Rothschilds go into hiding out of fear of 
Putin and others 

 Keenan states Group K has joined with western allies in support of 
GCA quest 



 Keenan angered by the Donetsk Ukraine Cabal slaughter of 
defenseless people 

 Keenan orchestrating the Monaco Accord evolves into NAM, 
BRICS and AIIB  

 Keenan cautions Indonesian Elders as GCA caretakers in trust for 
Dragon Family 

 Keenan thwarted Vatican-Sultan of Sulu attempt to steal $15 
Quadrillion of GCA 

 Keenan ordains Book of Conveyance of Elders as Guardians-
Keepers of GCA 

 Keenan defines Eastern financial paradigm from the Western, 
Zionist domination 

 Keenan admonishes and names 72 Elders who are selling GCA 
assets to Cabal 

 Keenan audits European Union-Central Bank fake notes to cover 
GCA interest 

 Keenan supports Hawaii’s sovereignty from its 1893 seizure by 
U.S. Corporation 

 Keenan shreds Germany’s ploys to exit Euro and NATO to join 
BRICS Alliance 

 Keenan reveals Asian insider intel of suspicious lost Malaysian 
MH370 Airline 

 Keenan squelches Japanese Cabal Saber Rattling in squandering 
GCA Bunkers 

 Keenan receives S. Korea intel on imminent Gold Heist Sea bound 
shipments 

 Keenan curtails S. Korea-Zionist 240K MT GCA Gold Heist Navy 
Joint Exercise 

 Keenan discloses details of S. Korea Military Base GCA gold 
smelting operation 

 Keenan investigates insider intel on Cabal plans to kill 268 million 
U.S. Citizens 

 Keenan files Cease and Desist Demand to Elders trading GCA 
assets to Cabal 

 Keenan exposes imposter Soegiharto Notonegoro attempts to steal 
GCA assets 

 Keenan addresses Jean Haines disassociation and defamation of 
Keenan Team 

 Keenan warns Clear and Present Danger-Cabal’s escalating 
plundering of GCA 



 Keenan tracks Bankers relocating Wall Street headquarters to 
Stamford, CT 

 Keenan reveals Obama’s foiled plan to declare Martial Law-close 
down banks 

 Keenan admonishes U.S. Navy use of sonar killing whales and 
other marine life 

 Keenan fends off Clinton Foundation influx in Indonesia seeking 
GCA Bunkers 

 Keenan snags Japanese Emperor’s sister transfer of funds to 
Clinton Foundation 

 Keenan announces Nelu was released from his unjust 2 years of 
incarceration 

 Keenan shows a 1934 Gold FRN notes-GCA has over 40,000 boxes 
Gold FRNs 

 Keenan outwits U.S. Corporation plan to split Indonesia into 
pieces for $6 trillion 

 Keenan arrest warrants for Elders dealing with Clintons, Soros, 
Armitage, et al.  

 Keenan stakeout of S. Korea renewing efforts to take 240K metric 
tons of gold 

 Keenan reports HAARP facilities are revving up their destructive 
activities 

 Keenan dispels Jean Haines vengeful and slanderous claims and 
blackmail 

 Keenan emergency alert of issued by FBI DHS of an imminent 
terrorist attack 

 Keenan has a bead on General Electric Cabal Corporation and its 
Shill, Lander 

 Keenan exposes Henry Kissinger’s NWO plans for an international 
police force 

 Keenan challenges Cabal’s Rio Tinto mining in West Papua and its 
genocide 

 Keenan declares Cabal snatching public water and privately 
controlling-selling it. 

 Keenan rollout of free energy, purifying water, health innovations 
being blocked 

 Keenan shares his ‘white hats’ connection with the Pentagon in 
support of GCA 

 Keenan had Elders “pureness of heart” ceremony to determine his 
GCA motives 



 Keenan invited to venture into one of a thousand Indonesian GCA 
asset Bunkers 

 Keenan finds chests/boxes filled with gold, jewels, artifacts, 
currencies, helicopter 

 Keenan receives box from Elders with gold bars each weighing 1kg 
valued $50K  

 Keenan scammed out of $20k for a gold box by 2 Bunker 
Gatekeeper Runners 

 Keenan files a criminal $20 K larceny complaint against both 
Yulianto and Satrio 

 Keenan remains resolute now the GCA Bunkers are open to him by 
the Elders 
 

2015:    

 

 Keenan has Attorney Generals, FBI, RCMP investigating Jean 
Haines & Jackals 

 Keenan outs Alfred Webre, Kerry Cassidy, Paul Collins as Cabal 
Disinfo assets  

 Keenan reveals Red Dragon Ambassador-European Black Nobility 
financial fraud 

 Keenan names Asian Red Dragon Ambassador as con-man Bo 
Mikael Lindstrom 

 Keenan associates Red Dragon with renewed Alpha Omega Station 
Bank fraud 

 Keenan ties AOS Valdimir Kobzar with International Charitable 
Christian Fund 

 Keenan ropes son of Ambassador Lindstrom his diplomatic role for 
AOS Bank 

 Keenan ties CBC Global Trust Hong Kong-Norway with Red 
Dragon Lindstrom  

 Keenan snares Red Dragon with David Schmidt and Ron Van 
Dyke Con-Artists 

 Keenan outs Jerzy Babkowski (aka Zap) as one of the Red Dragon 
Con-men 

 Keenan ties Jacques Gillot-King Bathor-7 Red Dragon Hordes-to Bo 
Lindstrom 

 Keenan connects Christopher Crutcher of dodgy Empire Group to 
Bo Lindstrom 



 Keenan confirms ASM ‘White Spiritual Boy’ account returned to 
DF Depositors 

 Keenan files Legal Complaints against Group of Eight betrayers in 
Civil Action 

 Keenan turns the table against the Cabal and Cartel by generating 
global support 

 Keenan asserts don’t expect a Jubilee as there won’t be GCA debt 
forgiveness 

 Keenan declares Depositors hard assets are in the East not in West 
FED System 

 Keenan pursues West built World Bank, BIS, IMF and financial 
FED CB system 

 Keenan conquers Committee of 300-HM Anthony Santiago Martin-
ASLP Group 

 Keenan connects Chiasso Bond Incident Bonds with Martin-Saurin 
Note Claims   

 Keenan proclaims the Bretton Woods Agreement was always Null 
and Void 

 Keenan fights to separate East financial system from the West 
fraud Fiat system 

 Keenan announces his possession of Book of Codes and Book of 
Maklumat  

 Keenan exacts Cabal revenge by circulating Black Book “Financial 
Holy Grail” 

 Keenan reports intel-A320 Airbus flight 4U 9525-crash shot down 
by US/NATO 

 Keenan details a mass Asian invasion as Western elite in panic exit 
to the East 

 Keenan says Indonesia economic target for Lippo Group, 
Monsanto, Big Pharma 

 Keenan exposes Globalists secretive World Economic Forum 
(WEF) in Jakarta 

 Keenan interviewed by Pete Santilli GMN with Chris Brosnahan-
Donavan Darcy 

 Keenan discredits the Vatican’s Jesuit Pope Francis and the One 
World Religion  

 Keenan discloses the Project Blue Beam plot to instill fear and mass 
control  

 Keenan confronts Soros Mercenaries in the jungle visiting an 
Indonesian Elder 



 Keenan decrees the failure of Soros Goons of locating-looting the 
GCA Bunkers  

 Keenan discloses Japan’s plot to invade Indonesia to steal GCA 
Bunkers gold 

 Keenan is given Intel that "Wall Street" prepares to move out of 
NYC harm’s way 

 Keenan elected as Monetary Controller (M1) of the Global 
Collateral Accounts 

 Philippine President "Bong Bong" Marcos Attempts $14 Trillion 
Cabal-Refi Deal 

 Keenan leaks Cabal plot to replace the "Old" US Republic with 
"New Republic" 

 Keenan exposes Cabal-Refinancing plot using Ban Ki-moon, Jeb 
Bush et.al 

 Keenan claims Jesuits NWO are stealing back Cabal’s control of 
financial system 

 Keenan warns to watch out for UN NWO Agenda 30 plan rather 
than Agenda 21 

 Keenan states most countries are incorporated—not sovereign and 
debt-free 

 Keenan announces Group K $1.7 Trillion notes are authenticated 
and deposited 

 Keenan denounces 3 NWO Stooges: Pope Francis, Ban Ki Moon, B. 
Obama 

 Keenan infiltrates Cabal’s go-to ‘getaway’ spots in New Zealand 
and Costa Rica 

 Keenan adding to his Cabal’s Blacklist and strategically planning 
their End Game 

 Keenan recognizes Judge Anna von Retiz, expertise Canon and 
Admiralty law 

 Keenan makes connection between 911, JFK, DF GCA Assets, 
Monaco Accord 

 Keenan assumes the position of Global Accounts ‘Monetary One’ 
aka M1/N1 

 Keenan mourns the death of his mentor and dearest friend Count 
Albert Chiang 
 
 
 
 
 



2016: 

 
 Keenan has a bead on Cabal Nations puppets Obama, Cameron, 
Key, Abbot 

 Keenan backs Donald Trump for President of USA—known as 
"The Trump Card” 

 Keenan outs Financial Doomsday Plan to EMP N. America to 
Cancel Elections 

 Keenan targets John Kerry: “Sink” threat to Indonesia in demand 
for GCA gold 

 Keenan reveals Pope John Paul II was murdered by the Black Pope 
or Jesuits 

 Keenan releases Newt Gingrich’s GOP claim: M. Rubio and T. Cruz 
are Cabal 

 Keenan outs House Speaker Paul Ryan in his plans for a NEW 
REPUBLIC Corp. 

 Keenan expels G. Soros for funding Terrorists attacks on 
Indonesia/Malaysia 

 Keenan affirms DF notice to Elders that every detail and move is 
tracked 

 Keenan has new codes for Black Book voiding Bretton Woods 1-2 
Agreement 

 Keenan blocks Cabal’s $14 Trillion FED-Swiss-CIA cash deposit in 
offshore bank   

 Keenan blasts Malaysian P.M. Najib Razak and ‘Bong Bong’ 
Marcos GCA scam 

 Keenan endorses multi-national probe of the Malaysia’s state-
owned 1MDB fund 

 Keenan investigates West Papua Freeport McMoRan Dutch Gold 
divestment 

 Keenan backs President Jokowi ending France-Netherlands 
ravaging resources 

 Keenan addresses the Cabal disruptions as the cause for 
revaluation (RV) delay 

 Keenan is key to the RV as its contingent upon opening the GCA 
asset Bunkers 

 Keenan strategizes Trumps Presidential Campaign vs. GOP-DEM 
Cabal Parties 

 Keenan exposes ‘Joker’ Cameron Faily with Intergalactic Force-
Financial Assets 



 Keenan turns off key of Committee of 300: blocking its GCA asset 
‘treasure trove’ 

 Keenan files warrants-claims against Cabal Agents stealing his 
Bank accounts 

 Keenan reveals plan for ‘We the People’ Foundations for 
Humanitarian Projects 

 Keenan declares the Globalist are trying to stay alive by stealing 
the GCA Assets 

 Keenan catches Western Bankers melting GCA gold bars down 
into ingots bars 

 Keenan outs Western plan to replenish “gold war chests” in 
prepping for WWIII 

 Keenan arrests Western Bankers in changing GCA stamps-seals-
paper on ingots 

 Keenan outs western BIS, IMF, World Bank applying pressure to 
Eastern Nations 

 Keenan shares Black Pope and other Elites openly admit to 
practicing pedophilia 

 Keenan says “Greece’s Euro bailout will be deposited in Germany-
France Banks” 

 Keenan tells European Depositors to access their GCA assets in 
Euro Banks 

 Keenan M2 states there’s money for the entire world-Globalists 
want control-war 

 Keenan says U.S. Banks are blocking money transfers to refill his 
stolen account 

 Keenan discloses David Rear real estate fraudster and his $400,000 
blackmail 

 Keenan captures East Java, Malaysia, S. Korea, Japan GCA deals 
with Cabal 

 Keenan has a bead on Mae Wan, who is CIA op in pillaging the 
GCA assets 

 Keenan U.S. George Washington 250K MT of Gold to be shipped to 
Wall Street 

 Keenan claims for 60 years, Cabal has looted GCA warehouses 
throughout Asia 

 Keenan notifies U.S., NATO, Finland: We-Dragon Family-watching 
Military Ops 

 Keenan alerts Obama is calling for Germany to join U.S. Military to 
fight Russia 



 Keenan DF: “Let the history books say WWW III ended on April 30, 
20016” 

 Keenan Citibank was forced to default to AIIB / WF / HSBC to 
Basel III compliant 

 Keenan China officially announced the gold historical bonds will 
be redeemed 

 Keenan GCA funds are free! 25,000 transactions registered with US 
Treasury 

 Keenan Family praises Neil revealing end of WWIII—'Never Say 
Die’ attitude 

 Keenan declares Obama-Cabal surrender sign agreement with 
Dragon Family  

 Keenan Obama states at WHCD “The END of the Republic never 
looked better!”  

 Keenan Obama Cabal reign ends “I have only 2 words to close with 
Obama Out!” 

 Keenan Obama “Two fingers on lip” mic drop signals he’ll keep 
onus to secrecy 

 Keenan Whitehouse on Lockdown April 26-27 by special forces as 
staff removed 

 Keenan Obamas no longer living at the Whitehouse moves to a 
place in D.C 

 Keenan Madame Wu exchanged signatures with Atlanta FED to 
RV Gold Assets  

 Keenan states 800# sovereign rates authorized May 1st release will 
be delayed 

 Keenan reveals there are 4 Madame Wu’s and 5 Spiritual White 
Boys imposters 

 Keenan discloses that DF can track via DNA stolen-smelted GCA 
gold by Cabal 

 Keenan claims S. Korea is a melting pot for holding 3,000,000 + MT 
of WWII gold 

 Keenan outs President Park’s GCA MT SKR gold bar deals with 
Globalists NWO 

 Keenan status as M1 confirmed GCA financing will never be a 
problem again 

 Keenan General Dunford has authority to arrest those violating 
Oath of Office 

 Keenan United States of America-Minor-corporate fraud vs United 
States-Major 



 Keenan United States-Major-issues Sovereign Letters appointing 
Federal Jacob Rothschild representing UN Corporation and Pope 
Francis as Trustee 

 Keenan claims THE UNITED STATES OF AMERICA, INC. has no 
GCA contract 

 Keenan nullifies all Americans ESTATE trusts created by UNITED 
STATES, INC. 

 Keenan discharges National Debt by UNITED STATES, INC. via 
National Credit 

 Keenan United States-Major-overcomes United States of America-
Minor-fraud 

 Keenan United States-Major-lawful money is the United States 
Silver Dollar 

 Keenan Trustees to settle UNITED STATES, INC. all debts not 
American people 

 Keenan arbitration United States-Major-credited debts by UNITED 
STATES, INC.  

 Keenan just settlement of bank accounts by the UNITED STATES, 
INC. fraud 

 Keenan Asian Insider reveals that the Dragon Family owns the 
United States  

 Keenan sights “M2 is a Powerhouse” and provides top tier intel to 
Group K 

 Keenan states “Jigs Is Up” on the Old Republic and New Republic 
Shell Game 

 Keenan explains the divisiveness between Corporate Law and 
Common Law 

 Keenan asserts The De Jure Republic Constitution of the united 
States still exists 

 Keenan solicits Elders to recognize The De Jure Republic 
Constitution of U.S. 

 Keenan avows The New Republic is Treasonous as the Old legal 
one still exists  

 Keenan claims Foreign Registry of the New Republic and its 
Treasury is Treason 

 Keenan warns RVs and GCR merely moves money giving 
commerce a reprieve 

 Keenan it’s corporate enslavement all over! Just change the paper 
and revalue  

 Keenan vents General Dunford is too afraid to make treasonous 
Cabal arrests 



 Keenan reveals our Corporate Identity: Wizard of OZ Strawman, 
Tinman, Lion 

 Keenan alerts DF President Park and U.S. Treasury confiscated Mei 
Hua Trust 

 Keenan forewarns Cabal GCA Assets don’t belong to anyone 
except ‘Depositors’ 

 Keenan discloses Cabal is after the Kaddafi Trust in S. Korea that’s 
also GCA 

 Keenan alerts Dragon Family of Jeb Bush’s plot to steal Philippines 
GCA assets 

 Keenan warns Scott Nelson to halt his U.S. Treasury S. Korea-Asia 
GCA theft 

 Keenan cancels 300,000 MT gold transaction with old U.S. 
Treasury-saving lives 

 Keenan reveals the Old U.S. Treasury was replaced by the New on 
May 2, 2016 

 Keenan proclaims U.S. Corporate Government is bankrupt-stealing 
GCA assets 

 Keenan releases ‘secret weapon’ in S. Korea to prevent pirating of 
GCA Bunkers 

 Keenan outs Cabal Agent Katsumi Kamiya, Hong Kong 
Immuganda Trading Ltd. 

 Keenan let Anonymous access his computer to investigate and 
verify he’s legit 

 Keenan DF Elders verified Anonymous investigation also hacked 
25 computers 

 Keenan DF Elders recommends Anonymous to turn the discovered 
documents detailing conspiracies, deceit, slander and fraud, etc. 
over to the authorities 

 Keenan DF offers to file actions in Europe-Indonesia against 
perpetrating parties 

 Keenan exposes elites ‘gold game’-create global liquidity then 
surge price of gold 

 Keenan elites also jack-up precious metals, diamonds, artworks, 
luxury prices 

 Keenan Asian Elders have trusts-foundations to fund a global 
financial transition 

 Keenan transparency tactic is the key to unlocking GCA downline 
greed blocks 

 Keenan starts with revaluations, global currency resets and trade 
agreements 



 Keenan counteracts Cabal with open-source information, 
innovations, technology  

 Keenan collaborates with M2, Asian Insider 1 & 2 as a force to be 
reckoned with 

 Keenan judicial needs offered by Stanley Hoop and top DF 
Indonesia Law Firms 

 Keenan DF Elders set up transit stations throughout GCA Bunkers 
in Indonesia 

 Keenan DF Elders did groundwork in Singapore, Borneo, Hong 
Kong, Malaysia 

 Keenan hooks $3 T-$100 FRN-fraud printed-crated in China, 
Taiwan, Philippines 

 Keenan states UBS can’t use Collateral Account assets to print 
Cabal currencies 

 Keenan knows the Cabal trick to exchange Old Notes for New 
Notes, Fake Notes 

 Keenan reveals secretive meeting of Ban Ki moon, President Xi, 
Dragon Family 

 Keenan Dragon Family was bemused by Ban Ki moon’s UN NWO 
financial ploys 

 Keenan had Dragon Family set up AIIB Bank distinct from Cabal’s 
Central Banks 

 Keenan blasts Ban Ki-Moon-Parks-NWO goal to pirate S. Korea 
GCA Bunkers 

 Keenan outs Ban Ki-moon UN-NWO plot to replace Park to be 
S.Korea President 

 Keenan revenges Ban Ki-moon with his interest in Dal Bosco 
stealing DF Bonds 

 Keenan ends 75 years China-Asia dealings with the corrupt United 
Nations NWO 

 Keenan condemns United Nations global plan to distribute 
Monsanto GMO Food 

 Keenan reveals Bush-Moon Families Paraguay Hideaways within 
Drug Triangle 

 Keenan states the Bush family bought Hitler’s Estate-where Hitler 
lived and died 

 Keenan affirms Dragon Family aware of Globalists desperation 
with paltry assets 

 Keenan moves to end tolerance: eliminate Oligarchic-Globalist 
controlled chaos 



 Keenan if Ban Ki-moon was elected President, he’d steal Korean 
GCA Bunkers 

 Keenan Xi of China and Dragon Family are ONE with plans for a 
better world 

 Keenan Xi Jinping rebuked Ban Ki-moon UN Agenda 30-NWO 
theft GCA Assets 

 Keenan pressured by NWO-Ban Ki-moon: Japanese Emperor 
Akihito abdicates 

 Keenan Ban Ki-moon NWO plan to intercede GCA Assets failed 
throughout Asia 

 Keenan believes Ban Ki moon-on the blocks-flees to Paraguay as 
NWO pauper 

 Keenan decides to pull the plug on further Cabal delays to open 
GCA Bunkers 

 Keenan has all-call for those assisting him on instituting a new 
financial system 

 Keenan uncovers OITC’s plot per Ray Dam, Kathy M re: David 
Sale’s SKR fraud 

 Keenan Sale-Crayfish not Dam (OITC) tried to steal-sell DFFI notes 
held by Neil  

 Keenan returns to Asia after 6 months of illness and injuries caused 
by Cabal 

 Keenan and M2 have private meeting with a top tier leader of 
Globalist / NWO  

 Keenan key topic of meeting was the establishment of a New 
Financial System 

 Keenan to have access to (not ownership of) between 400K-600K 
MTs of Gold 

 Keenan proclaims end to FIAT $, Western Bankers; no World Bank, 
IMF or BIS 

 Keenan states there will be two bases: Asia (will hold GCA assets) 
and Europe  

 Keenan aims to avert Obama’s EMP attack to take out N. America 
electric grid 

 Keenan Obama intends to eliminate 80% of U.S. people by 
starvation-civil unrest 

 Keenan per Executive Order-Agenda 21-30 UN will select areas to 
distribute food 

 Keenan Obama plans to implement martial law and to serve a 
perpetual term 



 Keenan Globalists death of US by design, Europe with Western 
world would fall 

 Keenan presses forward in establishing new financial system to 
beat Globalists 

 Keenan needs Group K supportive funds as his accounts are 
blocked and stolen 

 Keenan tells of technologies to be implemented for the betterment 
of humanity 

 Keenan premieres innovator of the Bio-Resonance Therapy 
“Healing Computer” 

 Keenan Elder praises Neil in changing Off-ledger GCA into 
humanitarian funds 

 Keenan determines GCA assets will become a Foundation by 
trusted Group K 

 Keenan boldly prevents the world in falling under control of the 
“Globalist Cabal” 

 Keenan unprecedented plans to remedy-separate East-West 
financial systems 

 Keenan GCA to govern worldwide financial interests in fair and 
equitable manner 

 Keenan devises a method to tie plethora of concerns into 
monolithic framework  

 Keenan DF threw Vanguard Group out of HSBC Hong Kong and 
will HSBC U.S. 

 Keenan is steadfast in ‘doing it his way’ and securing funding to 
finish his mission 

 Keenan reiterates the DF has 150% confidence in him with no 
strings attached 

 Keenan informs Asian Insider #1 he stopped him in his tracks and 
to stay away 

 Keenan traps Asian Insider #1 to confess that he isn’t with DF, but 
with the UN 

 Keenan Asian Insider apologizes and admits the GCA will be 
opened-deployed 

 Keenan Ban Ki-Moon “It’s irreversible-Neil is a terror-He catches 
us at every turn” 

 Keenan fulfills his promise and delivers the Bio-Resonance 
Therapy Computer 

 Keenan to audit Sri Lankan President-Japanese buyers gold theft of 
20K MT 



 Keenan is delayed with GCA in having to deal with Cabal efforts 
to discredit him 

 Keenan considers UN invitation to discuss financing, new 
technologies, GCA  

 Keenan will audit 1MT of gold that’s been sold by the King of 
Thailand 

 Keenan S. Korea President Park ordered the military to take over 
GCA bunker 

 Keenan commends Philippine President Duerte in his 
condemnation of Obama 

 Keenan Putin has it right on Rothschild’s puppet George Soros – 
dead or alive 

 Keenan West used Depositors GCA FRN’s for Marshall Plan to 
rebuild for allies 

 Keenan says Marcos wasn’t M1, but joined Asian Elders financing 
WWII renewal 

 Keenan Asian Elders placed gold on deposit with (BIS) and are the 
‘Depositors’ 

 Keenan it’s estimated 80% of original Depositors are the Golden 
Dragon Family 

 Keenan Elders have been denied access to GCA accounts since 
initial deposits 

 Keenan holds official records held by the BIS and the Asian Elder’s 
Depositors 

 Keenan Elder Depositors never relinquished asset claims-but only 
tried to secure 

 Keenan has never been abandonment of claim or Statute of 
Limitations on GCA 

 Keenan any attempt of Cabal to do so is fraudulent and a gross 
theft per lawsuits 

 Keenan neither Rizal and Marcos had legal authority over Asian 
Elders deposits  

 Keenan BIS-CB banks are liable for participating in fraudulent acts 
against GCA 

 Keenan Non-Party(s) has no Standing: GCA Depositors-BIS is a 
legal contract  

 Keenan has original documents and certified copies of the GCA 
Bunkers fraud 

 Keenan amasses legal team to prosecute Cabal-Banks on GCA 
audit evidence 



 Keenan endures in collaborating with M2— brilliant expertise of 
GCA labyrinth 

 Keenan Dragon Family has 3 people running the IMF-Largarde is a 
front person 

 Keenan the Dragon Family states Global Currency Reset will be 
coming soon 

 Keenan busted Cabal (Clinton-Bush) and Iraqi CB monetizing 
unregistered notes 

 Keenan states “The Report of My Death has been greatly 
exaggerated” I’m alive! 

 Keenan reveals there were a few attempts to eliminate him by 
Clinton’s Hit Men 

 Keenan coped with 16 poison packs opening-tearing up his body 
for 2 weeks 

 Keenan seeks Trillions and Quadrillions of Dollars’ worth of GCA 
stolen assets 

 Keenan claims Dragon Family RV deal with the Dinars and Zims is 
very real 

 Keenan outs Malaysian Razak, Thailand Saurin, FED Yellen, Bank 
of England: 
Gold USD: 50,000 Kg x 1,000,000,000 Kgs = USD 50,000 000,000,000 

(Trillion) 

Gold Certificates made by Alfredo Saurin in Hong Kong x 20 = 

USD 1,000,000,000,000,000 (1 Quadrillion USD) In USD Federal 

Collateralized New Fiat Issues – 20+x=20 Quadrillion USD or more 

as FED notes are collateralized globally x 20 again.Keenan 1 M MT 

GCA Gold steal/deal between Razak-Sauren-Yellen=$3T payout 

 Keenan Korea holds Dragon Family Gold in Bunkers looks to sell it 
to Japan 

 Keenan outs Kamiya representing Japan is looking to purchase 
Gold in Korea 

 Keenan Indonesian top Elders are working on their GCA sales with 
Swiss Banks 

 Keenan commends Philippines President Duterte for tossing out 
the Globalists 

 Keenan War Mongers, Khazarian Zionists, Nazis and others will be 
imprisoned 

 Keenan English Insider intel spotlights “One Million Metric Tons 
of Gold Deal” 



 Keenan truncates 1 M MT Gold deal BoE transaction-saving people 
and planet  

 Keenan created underground uproar in UK-BoE-FED with those in 
the know 

 Keenan reveals Mark Carney, Governor of the Bank of England 
(BoE) to resign  

 Keenan calculates 1% commission of $1 quadrillion of new 
collateral-backed Fiat 

 Keenan Rothschilds own BoE (not Englanders) and Mark Carney’s 
Puppeteers  

 Keenan FED Chair Janet Yellen ingratiates herself with Malaysian 
PM Razak  

 Keenan The Broker-Mr. Sauren 1 of 4-Trustees for the Committee 
of 300 for Asia 

 Keenan foils the spoils of Malaysian Bank Negara—HSBC in Kuala 
Lumpur deal 

 Keenan addresses English Insider-Lord Blackheath urgent call to 
shut down deal 

 Keenan letter to elected President Trump with recommendations—
achievements 

 Keenan shares Psychic Healer vision of Cabal plot to assassinate 
Trump in WH 

 Keenan subject to a very suspicious caper in an airport of his 
vanishing laptop 

 Keenan averts Queen Beatrix “CD Debt Repayment” greedy theft 
of Depositors 

 Keenan ceased Dutch Royals CD earnings 3% ($2.13 T) and Dutch 
nation, 2% 

 Keenan outs Queen Elizabeth II “CD” NWO royal Queen 
competition grab ploy 

 Keenan challenges Obama’s Executive Order claiming GCA 
accounts for West 

 Keenan UBS-Credit Suisse claims boxes of currencies and Gold for 
S. America 

 Keenan states there’s no Gold in Kloten or Zurich’s 8 Repositories 
in Switzerland 

 Keenan diverts Yoshiaki Kobayashi, Imperial Court, stealing 
bunkers in S. Korea 

 Keenan halts FEDs, Mino Entebbe, Japan Imperial Court theft of 
700 containers 



 Keenan foils Korean Bunkers raid of hundreds of currencies worth 
multi-Trillions 

 Keenan Cabal purchases currencies for 30% of their value-better for 
Gold deals 

 Keenan tells CIA Philippine mandate attempting to swindle 
gold in South Korea 

 Keenan reports 2 Japanese Elders paid 200 T Yen to US-Hillary 
Clinton 2T Yen 

 Keenan Japanese Royal Family are depositing almost 500 T Yen to 
Globalists 

 Keenan FED’s get 20% of GCA as being front for Japan Emperor-
Imperial Courts 

 Keenan Dragon Family decides the GCA will be through Billion 
Sow Holdings 

 Keenan all holders (legal or illegal) must submit what they’re 
holding (TOV- FRN)  

 Keenan Bunkers managed by Holders-not Depositors-Depositors 
own assets  

 Keenan states Holders don’t own GCA CDs only the Depositors 
own GCA CDs 

 Keenan ends Royal families’ collection of Depositors assets per 
WB, BIS, IMF 

 Keenan secret Bush Clan (GCA) accounts in Azerbaijani banks = 
Quadrillions! 

 Keenan records show Gold laundered to US and Asia via German 
Bank Cartel 

 Keenan Swiss Account Records-Millions of Tons of Gold 
transactions since 1994 

 Keenan records show the Bank of NY, Riggs / Valmet buying up 
all the Gold 

 Keenan declares WTC Towers collapsed on 9/11 with 18 multi-
trillionaire Jews 

 Keenan reveals Trillions of Dollars under investigation were to 
mature in 2002 

 Keenan discloses stolen Gold in WTC was deposited in Saudi 
Arabia by Bush 

 Keenan declares East has no debt to the West, but West has debt to 
East 

 Keenan West never held assets in East bunkers, except what was 
leased/owed 



 Keenan China-Dragon Family join Indonesia military to protect 
GCA Bunkers 

 Keenan unveils Trump aims for Gold-Backed-Dollar; he knows 
Neil delivers AU  

 Keenan can acquire whatever is needed by Donald Trump-not the 
Democrats 

 Keenan predicts it’s a matter of time when the East finally break 
ties with West 

 Keenan it’s time to turn the tables for Cabal/Globalists to be in our 
Crosshairs  
 

2017:   

 

 Keenan outs Committee of 300 patsy HM King Anthony Santiago 
Martin  

 Keenan Showcases Bio-Resonance Therapy Computer Testimonials 
 Keenan outs Mr. Razak, Malaysian Prime Minister’s “Dead Man 
Walking” Caper 

 Keenan accesses Dragon Family’s Satellites to monitor and foil the 
Cabal’s plots 

 Keenan stops $13 T UBS transaction by Razak and ‘Bong Bong’ 
(Marcos Son) 

 Keenan travels and gathers Asian Intelligence in refiling his $1 T 
Cabal Lawsuit  

 Keenan collaborates with innovators to advance free energy and 
water treatment 

 Keenan expedites quest to dismantle and destroy the Cabal’s 
Hydra Tentacles 

 Keenan forthrightly lends GCA support to world leaders battling 
the Cabal’s NWO 

 Keenan with legal team writes Treasonous papers against 
“Tinkerbell” Obama 

 Keenan cuts off Euro-Asian and Western Foundations pilfering 
“GCA Bunkers” 

 Keenan delivers heavy hits against Cabal’s stealing-smuggling 
Monetary Assets 

 Keenan outs President Parks using $3B KRW for her impeachment 
and arrest 

 Keenan Intel Naval HAARP facility weaponized Hurricanes 
Harvey and Irma 



 Keenan discloses Group K team imposters-pretenders mirroring 
GCA mission 

 Keenan unveils Free Energy and Clean Water Plasma 
Technology 

 Keenan stops Obama’s claim of S. Korean bunkers with 
“Indemnity Funds” 

 Keenan returns to the United States after 14 long years outside of 
America 

 Keenan meets with his friend Dr. Group to demonstrate the BRT 
Computer 

 Keenan’s relentless search for Thasja, rats out human trafficking 
operations 
 

2018:  

 

 Keenan acknowledges key world leaders in draining the “Swamps 
of Corruption” 

 Keenan develops collegial relationship with Count Albert of 
Dragon Family 

 Keenan spoils S. Korean Lee and Parks attempts to pirate GCA 
Bunkers 

 Keenan intervenes four S. Korean Generals heisting 50,000 5 Billion 
KRW 

 Keenan busts Cabal’s “Immunity Bank Check” GCA Bunker 
money laundering 

 Keenan stops Japanese and Koreans ploys to steal the GCA Bunker 
Assets 

 Keenan returns to Asia to develop top tier alliances and honor the 
Elders  

 Keenan triumphs in seven ceremonial spiritual rituals as witnessed 
by Elders 

 Keenan has multitude of spiritual, metaphysical, interdimensional 
experiences 

 Keenan receives his elected Amanah Agreement signed by 30 
Indonesian Elders 

 Keenan is bestowed and empowered by Soekarno’s Transfer of 
Power Stick 

 Keenan is bequeathed Soekarno’s Magic Stick to open secretive 
GCA Bunkers 



 Keenan with crew treks in Jungle to the Sultan’s and Magic Man’s 
GCA Bunkers  

 Keenan encounters-thwarts trusted Indonesians attempt to steal 
from Bunkers 

 Keenan per Asian Insider-Amanah is principal Trustee of world’s 
assets wealth 

 Keenan mourns the death of Dr. Eddy Seno the Trustee of the 
Soekarno Trust 
 

2019: 

 
 Keenan starts the new year in developing a new and trusted Group 
K team 

 Keenan shares UN Chief heads to Washington with plea, ‘We need 
your money’ 

 Keenan projects UN Chief next mission is to come to China with 
money plea 

 Keenan declares he’s new Marshall in preventing 3rd Cabal raid of 
GCA Bunkers 

 Keenan battles UN and Cabal Bunker pirating in Indonesia-NWO 
theft worldwide 

 Keenan affirms 41st USA President Bush is German Nazi George H. 
Scherff, Jr 

 Keenan commends 45th President Trump’s challenges of Cabal 
Organizations  

 Keenan DF ‘Depositors’ GCA mission is to destroy NWO financial 
fiat currencies 

 Keenan taps into Asian Insiders powerful sources to takedown the 
Cabal 

 Keenan blocks the Cabal’s Bretton Woods re-do in stealing the 
GCA assets 

 Keenan incapacitates the United Nations and New World Order 
GCA plots 

 Keenan outs Vietnam Summit political back-door financial skull-
doggery 

 Keenan defies International Reserve Depository Banks (IRDB) 
located Montana 

 Keenan says five International IRDB reserve depositories on Indian 
Reservation  



 Keenan outs Lambert CEO of IRDB stealing $2T S. Korean Bunkers 
to Montana 

 Keenan demands con Loh Han Chuan return GCA funds from 
Black Screens 

 Keenan outs Ben Fulford’s Con-Associate Thomas Lennon as fake 
Count Albert 

 Keenan shares Cabal Vietnam Summit back-door plans to steal 
GCA Bunkers 

 Keenan declares UN, BIS, IMF, WB, Vatican, BoE are dying a 
financial death 

 Keenan ends Cabal’s devious plan to steal the GCA assets by 
mirroring them 

 Keenan notes one Cabal’s lead is ex-Canadian Finance Minister 
Mark Carney 

 Keenan states Ms. Su Honglian can’t sign contracts as Trustee 
without Amanah  

 Keenan’s Asian Insider informant reports Cabal’s “highway theft” 
throughout Asia 

 Keenan U.K. Queen Elizabeth sent Prince Andrew to S. Korea for 
GCA Bunkers 

 Keenan Dutch Queen Beatrice sent Prince Wilhelm to S. Korea for 
GCA Bunkers 

 Keenan blocks S. Korea theft by Queen Beatrice and Queen 
Elizabeth two sons  

 Keenan halts S. Korean trustees forced to “sign over” Trillions to 
Obama/Bush 

 Keenan caught President Moon negotiating GCA S. Korean to “Cabal 
Crooks” 

 Keenan set up Dragon Family satellite surveillance for the G20 Japan 
Scam 

 Keenan surveillance of Tokyo meeting of foreign CEO businessmen and 
bankers 

 Keenan connects Jamie Dimon’s fraudulent tampering of DF GCA 
documents 

 Keenan outs Jakarta and S. Korea deal: 35 MT of Gold with 42 
Types Hall Mark 

 Keenan extinguishes President Moon’s G20 “Fire Sale” of Korean 
GCA Bunkers    

 Keenan dries up the Cabal’s Wellspring of GCA Assets S. Korean 
Bunkers 



 Keenan outs Hong Kong City Bank deal for GCA bunker yen-gold 
with Japan 

 Keenan surveilled Japan Prime Minister Abe’s GCA Korea Bunkers 
pirating plot  

 Keenan saves Managers guarding 8 targeted GCA Korean Bunkers 
from Cabal 

 Keenan keeps “Eyes in the Sky” on Israel, Saudi Arabia and S. 
Korean Pacts 

 Keenan weakens Cabal’s financial control of the West—scattering 
like roaches 

 Keenan exposes and blocks Cabal from stealing from Indonesian 
Bunkers 

 Keenan cut-off Cabal’s sources, so they’re in a Gold Rush stealing-
hiding frenzy 

 Keenan blocks G20 and Abe GCA raid, Israel President Rivlin 
arrives in S. Korea 

 Keenan discloses Cabal, Pro-Japanese S. Korean Politicians and 
“Presstitutes” 

 Keenan backs President Trump, who is not Khazar-Cabal, to 
“Drain the Swamp” 

 Keenan deals with “G20 Cabal Puppet” Japanese Prime Minister 
Abe steal GCA 

 Keenan spies on six Asian G20 delegates plot to pirate Korean 
GCA Bunkers 

 Keenan the six delegates illegally purchased Yen & Gold from S. 
Korean bunkers 

 Keenan the six had 10 100,000,000 KRW checks by S. Korean 
Nonghyup Bank  

 Keenan informs Japan PM Abe and G20 Delegates he’ll file 
criminal indictments 

 Keenan mocks foiled PM ‘Muppet’ Shinzo Abe as the failed G20 
Cabal puppet 

 Keenan PM Abe blamed S. Korea for leaks removing it from Export 
Trade Order 

 Keenan outs PM Abe’s plan to release 1 M Tons of radioactive 
water into Pacific 

 Keenan Loh’s Hong Kong crooks jailed for smuggling 40K gold 
bars into Japan 

 Keenan reports Kissinger and Baker frequent raiding of Japanese 
Central Bank 



 Keenan exposes the UBS team and Mr. Loh that’s involved in the 
fraudulent theft 

 Keenan UBS illegally rolls over loans of Dr. Eddy Seno’s UBS 
Soekarno Trust 

 Keenan entraps UBS in $ 652 Billion USD fraud theft with four 
Malaysian Banks 

 Keenan says Peter Chhang, requested his 9,000 MT AU from UBS 
was poisoned 

 Keenan puts UBS CEO on notice: He’s coming after him and 
closing UBS down 

 Keenan plans to legally take BIS ‘out of the financial picture’ 
along with IMF 

 Keenan J. Kerry demands GCA gold threatening Jokowi with 
HAARP disasters  

 Keenan Japan militarizes Army not since WWII to invade 
Indonesia to seize Gold 

 Keenan Dutch Insider praises Neil in his protection of GCA 
Bunkers for Indonesia 

 Keenan in honor of Srivijayan Empire: Group K’s ‘Prosperous 
Victors’ initiative   

 Keenan proves UBS—known among financial and legal circles as 
“U Be Stupid” 

 Keenan re-addresses UBS Pirating of Marcos’ Gold and printing of 
$3 Trillion 

 Keenan exposes UBS role in 3,500 MT of Philippine Gold Bars 
illegally shipped 

 Keenan states 3,500 MT of gold used to back-up UBS printing $3 
trillion currency 

 Keenan B. Aquino III seizes $141Billion from Bangko Sentral NG 
Pilipinas-UBS 

 Keenan confirms Thailand Centennial Energy Company-UBS 
currency printing 

 Keenan reflects on Cabal Agents Ben Fulford and Karen Hudes 
fraudulent feuds 

 Keenan ‘Singapore Insider’ calls-out of Ben Fulford’s Indonesian 
Officials disinfo    
 
 
 

 



2020: 

 
 Keenan circumvents Sultan’s gold deal with S. Korea-Ukraine-
Rothschild Op  

 Keenan-Amanah of Oz I: Back to the Future-Spice Routes and Silk 
Road Gold 

 Keenan redo of Ancient Atlantis-Sundaland-Srivijaya-

Majapahit Golden Empires 
 Keenan-Amanah of Oz II: A Tribute to President Soekarno and 
Indonesia 

 Keenan honors Sri Sultan Hamengkubuwono X and 
President Joko Widodo 

 Keenan-Amanah of Oz III: Revisionist History of Euro-Asia and 
Western Cabal 

 Keenan reveals Pirbright Institute’s COVID-19 patent with QinetiQ 
black ops 

 Keenan shares Svali’s testimonial of Illuminati Bloodlines Human 
Trafficking  

 Neil Keenan thwarts US SOS Pompeo’s attempt to take GCA 
Bunkers assets 

 Keenan exposes and foils Dean Chamber’s futile Coup D’état 
against Group K 

 Keenan makes amends with Nelu as he provides evidence of 
Dean’s Coup 

 Keenan intel surveillance identifies ‘betrayers’ and ‘weak links’ 
within Group K 

 Keenan doing a ‘clean sweep’ re-grouping and adds his Group K 
‘Dream Team’ 

 Keenan dispatches Malaysian ex-PM Razak guilty verdict— 72-
year  

 Keenan dispatches Japan Prime Minister Abe’s resignation for 
‘health’ reasons.  

 Keenan coordinates with his legal counsels for his massive Cabal 
indictments 

 Keenan has bead on UBS “U Be Stupid” for its fraud of 
‘Depositors’ GCA assets 

 Keenan zeros in on GCA Bunker source for Obama to fund Billions 
to Iran NWO 

 Keenan experiences five attempts on his life as he prepares to 
depart Bulgaria  



 Keenan gears-up to return to Indonesia to open-audit ‘Depositors’ 
GCA Bunkers 

 Keenan is at the crossroads from end to beginning and is alive and 
well 

 Keenan and Group K are crashing through Cabal Obstacles to get it 
done 

 Keenan states the Jinn opened the Bunker to Dragon Family 
Collateral Accounts 

 Keenan exposes Benjamin Fulford’s disinfo spin on the real truth of 
the GCA 

 Keenan verifies “Financial Tyranny” is based on Group K GCA not 
D. Wilcock 

 Keenan states very few knew of the Dragon Family and Collateral 
Accounts 

 Keenan discloses he had DF GCA documents and was interviewed 
by Wilcock 

 Keenan verified Wilcock didn’t give Keenan or Scott credit for the 
FT content 

 Keenan features Odin The Wise One, the Kraken and newest 
Group K Team 

 Keenan discusses the Indonesia fault zones and increased volcanic 
activities 

 Keenan is well aware that the Cabal is targeting Indonesia for the 
GCA Bunkers 

 Keenan acknowledges “Lords of Light” to emergency fund Group 
K in Indonesia 

 Keenan recognizes the Sultan of Indonesia for all his guidance and 
support 

 Keenan updates the status of the BRT computers, clinics and free 
energy 

 Keenan recalls his Jungle Jinn-Monkey adventures during his 
Spiritual Rituals 

 Keenan proclaims “The Monkeys are not going away…They are 
here to stay” 

 Keenan is assured that the Jinn are waiting to protect him when he 
returns 

 Keenan converses with Thomas re: Jungle monkeys, cobra, python 
and tigers 

 Keenan addresses how critical the 2020 Election is for Trump, USA, 
World 



 Keenan states “Mr. President, I will be there to help you once you 
win” 

 Keenan alerts voters to make sure we’re going to have a planet to 
live on  

 Keenan recognizes and supports Trump for his sacrifices and his 
grit 

 Keenan voters need to worry about financing, economy and 
rebuilding 

 Keenan forewarns if Trump doesn’t win the U.S. will go to shit and 
I can’t help 

 Keenan predicts Trump will win by a landslide, but if Biden wins 
its was rigged  

 Keenan as Amanah will fund the U.S. and other World 
Government Countries 

 Keenan discloses unknown historical incidents that would’ve 
changed the world 

 Keenan lays out Rothschild annihilation of 90% of humanity 
Agenda 21-30 plan 

 Keenan shows FED-BIS-IMF-WB western money magic with no 
asset backing 

 Keenan explains CBs roll over money 100-1,000x then release it to 
economy 

 Keenan verifies Silk Road/Spice Routes Gold trade is Dragon 
Family’s wealth 

 Keenan shows Dragon Family 1928 gold coin (10M MT) US 
Treasury certificates 

 Keenan asserts Gold Coins ($800 Trillion each) was offered to 
Obama/Biden 

 Keenan validates Obama declined Gold Coin offer to destroy US 
Industries 

 Keenan declares Dragon Family holds the collateral for global 
financial system 

 Keenan verifies 85% of West’s (Rothschilds) Accounts are owned 
by the DF 

 Keenan assures Dragon Family supports funding global 
humanitarian projects 

 Keenan as Amanah and Trustee of the GCA now monitors world 
gov’t needs 

 Keenan runs in parallel to Trump in cleaning the DC swamp and 
Cabal NOW 



 Keenan forewarns of the NWO plans of eliminating 90% of the 
world’s populace  

 Keenan urges U.S. citizens to vote in 2020 to elect Donald Trump as 
President 

 Keenan states the Biden/Obama plans are to usurp the power of 
the U.S. people  

 Keenan exposes Kennedy’s VP Lyndon Johnson was the leak to the 
Cabal 

 Keenan states Queen Beatrice attempt to steal the GCA lost her 
Will inheritance 

 Keenan declares he’s not intending to back digital currency with 
GCA assets 

 Keenan clarifies Yamaguchi was detained, not arrested re: Chiasso 
Bonds   

 Keenan verifies the audited 2010-2017 off-ledger Committee of 300 
accounts 

 Keenan reveals Rothschild corporate financial empire Agenda 21-
30 pandemic 

 Keenan provides an associate’s testimonial by a partner of Alfredo 
Saurin CIA 

 Keenan shows “Freddie” Saurin signatory fraud of Committee of 
300 accounts 

 Keenan exposes the F. Marcos and Anthony Santiago Martin CIA 
connection 

 Keenan outs the ASM accounts with Janet Yellin, Mark Carney, 
Najib Razak  

 Keenan shows Comm of 300 borrowings from Country’s Banks 
and roll overs 

 Keenan outs 70 year doubling period of Comm of 300 in 
compounding accounts 

 Keenan confirms the “White Spiritual Boy” thousands of accounts 
are all fakes 

 Keenan claims all Committee of 300 members are complicit and 
legally liable 

 Keenan provides documented proof Queen Elizabeth is a ‘petard’ a 
false queen 

 Keenan states the Queen’s Comm of 300 signed documents are null 
and void 

 Keenan claims Comm of 300 are not legal DEPOSITORS of the 
GCA Trust 



 Keenan exposes the fraudulent Ernest Rauthschild aka Ernest 
Walker Bey III 

 Keenan Royal Imperial Federal Reserve scam servicing Indigenous 
Aboriginals 

 Keenan affirms the CIA’s 5 Star Trust was used to launder huge 
sums of money 

 Keenan connects Turkish Banker Adnan Sakli false control of BIS 
to GCA Trusts 

 Keenan outs claimant Adnan Sakli forged signatures to the GCA 
Trust Accounts 

 Keenan claims Bitcoin is an artificial Ponzi supply and demand 
classic con 

 Keenan forewarns CB “digital currencies” fraud as not supported 
by real assets 

 Keenan shares the Asian Insider concerns for this new era of a 
stolen election 

 Keenan concurs with Asian Insider the NWO will cause deep 
trouble for people 

 Keenan recalls with Asian Insider Obama’s intent was always to 
destroy U.S.A. 

 Keenan confirms that Hillary failed in stealing the votes, but Biden 
succeeded 

 Keenan is dealing blow after blow to the Cabal after Trump’s 2020 
election loss 

 Keenan attests Asian Insider’s shaming of the unaware people not 
taking action 

 Keenan affirms Asian Insider’s claim Trump’s election loss impacts 
U.S. & World 

 Keenan upholds Asian Insider’s claim that nations will have to 
come to Amanah 

 Keenan knows that when the U.S. Dollar collapses, as Amanah he’s 
the solution 

 Keenan announced that he’ll be incommunicado until he arrives in 
Indonesia 

 Keenan concurs Asian Insider I’s claim that the Cabal is in a state 
of decline 

 Keenan is recognized by Asian Insider I as the best strategist on the 
planet 

 Keenan was mandated by the Dragon Family, which deposited 
85% to the GCA 



 Keenan will release the GCA funds while pursuing the Cabal by 
Judicial Courts 
 
 

2021: KEENAN WAS IN STEALTH MODE WITH LIMITED PUBLIC 

NFK UPDATES 

 

 Keenan pronounces Cabal are in a state of desperation with no 
currency value 

 Keenan continues to catch Cabal in the act of trying to steal the 
GCA assets 

 Keenan asserts NWO/Cabal are trying to replicate Bretton Woods 
Agreement 

 Keenan projects that Donald Trump will be back in the position of 
President 

 Keenan assures that Biden and others who stole the election will be 
in GITMO 

 Keenan proclaims wealth generation hasn’t been honest since the 
last 150 years 

 Keenan assumes all aspects of the Office of Amanah with authority 
and power 

 Keenan acknowledges the Cabal has stolen all his “legal” wealth 
and properties 

 Keenan recognizes what the Cabal has stolen from the Indigenous 
Elders 

 Keenan claims the Cabal lies in concert to prevent the demise of 
their hegemony 

 Keenan explains Dragon Family Mandate of using his funds to 
open the bunkers 

 Keenan receives few unconditional funding offers as most want to 
make deals 

 Keenan declares all Bankers to beware: the first of many salvos to 
come 

 Keenan proclaims there is nowhere to run and nowhere to hid for 
the Bankers 

 Keenan forewarns the Cabal don’t hold and are mighty scared of is 
our numbers 

 Keenan informs of Cabal’s 90% extermination plan-COVID vaccine 
mandates 



 Keenan reveals Cabal’s greatest fear: billions of people waking up 
and resisting  

 Keenan reports Cabal controls New Zealand, Australia, Antarctica 
and Iceland 

 Keenan alerts that Cabal has infiltrated and operates in Indonesia, 
Finland, USA 

 Keenan recollects the top tier Cabal and Government leaders he’s 
taken down 

 Keenan recounts Cabal pirating attempts of GCA 
Bunkers/Accounts he foiled 

 Keenan rebukes-exposes Obama’s attempt to steal from his Iran 
money deal 

 Keenan monitored-prevented Cabal bankers in accessing off-ledger 
accounts 

 Keenan continues to be the planet’s best “shit-stirrer” while in 
stealth mode 

 Keenan seeks financially healthy individuals to assist in benefitting 
the planet 

 Keenan finalizes his financial chest to fund his team to open the 
GCA bunkers 

 Keenan declares WAR on the Cabal and BIS, IMF, FED, CB, WEF, 
Banks 

 Keenan assaults the Malaysian Banks and UBS—they’re in his 
cross hairs 

 Keenan discloses UBS/MY Banks 652 USD Billion fraud of the 
Soekarno Trust 

 Keenan covers the late Dr. Edy Seno POA of Soekarno Trust as 
Amanah 

 Keenan exposes the Bankers who were involved in the Soekarno 
Trust Fraud 

 Keenan decides Amanah altercations with Cabal/NWO will begin 
in Indonesia 

 Keenan plans an Amanah Judicial Court in Indonesia for 
Cabal/NWO trials 

 Keenan declares he will not take prisoners, but will end 
Cabal/NWO existence 

 Keenan will hold court and Cabal trials will be the ‘Greatest Show 
on Earth’ 

 Keenan reveals C&D Order to Peter Wagoner for his fraud claim as 
the Amanah 



 Keenan discloses Peter Wagoner’s international fraud scams and 
transactions 

 Keenan files Wagoner case to financial regulatory authorities and 
intel agencies 

 Keenan confirms intel files on Wagoner since his 2012 dealings and 
deceptions 

 Keenan declares Wagoner has earned the Amanah’s official Horses 
Ass 2 title 

 Keenan proclaims ‘This is it…make no mistake about it’ 150 years 
of control end 

 Keenan past 13 years, he knows who-what-when-where-how 
Cabal operates 

 Keenan profiles the Cabal elites (the 1%) dystopian humanity and 
destruction 

 Keenan lists the Cabal’s scientifically and medically engineered 
epidemics 

 Keenan lists the Cabal created global wars to impose NWO wills 
and profits 

 Keenan lists the Cabal generated bioweapons with NWO 
mandated vaccines 

 Keenan has a bead on Cabal suspects and their roles in causing the 
pandemic 

 Keenan knows the Cabal’s Playbook and weakness to be in control 
to survive 

 Keenan states the Cabal’s Treaty of Versailles was never officially 
signed 

 Keenan outs World Economic Forum Klaus plans for the 4th Reich 
and Reset  

 Keenan has his playbook to take our planet back and usher in the 
Golden Age 

 Keenan challenges people if they’re going to standby and finance 
the Cabal 

 Keenan discloses the Cabal has stolen his $12.7 million, properties 
and assets   

 Keenan intends to close the Pandora’s Box of the Cabal’s Financial 
Tyranny 

 Keenan assures once the GCA Bunkers are opened the Cabal will 
be behind us 

 Keenan confirms all the Western Banking System and Vatican are 
Bankrupt 



 Keenan discloses he has the Western Bank documents, which will 
be audited 

 Keenan declares that he and Group K will be victorious and shares 
his vision 

 Keenan proclaims his priority is the people and planet not the 
politicians/bankers 

 Keenan addressed the ‘selected’ Biden administration is destroying 
the USA 

 Keenan noted the Cabal is bunkering down in the Cabal controlled 
New Zealand 

 Keenan will set up barriers to the East Banks and will do battle 
with West Banks 

 Keenan forewarns Benjamin Fulford that the Cabal will be after his 
Kahunas 

 Keenan recalls 2011 Vatican Slush Fund Accounts and informs of 
2020 findings 

 Keenan states 5,000 Slush Fund accounts were locked/blocked in 
2020 audit 

 Keenan account findings link Vatican Slush Fund to his $135 M 
stolen Bonds  

 Keenan intends to take legal action against Vatican Slush Fund 
listed names 

 Keenan adds Slush Fund US Politician beneficiaries to his Trillion 
Dollar Lawsuit 

 Keenan is an angrier Amanah and will have no mercy on the 
Khazarian Cabal 

 Keenan has been meeting with Western ‘Powers’ to assure they’re 
behind him 

 Keenan realizes Eastern ‘Powers’ are anxiously awaiting his return 
to Indonesia 

 Keenan knows the Cabal’s intent to cause Jakarta and Java sink 
into the ocean 

 Keenan has Druids, Vikings, Indonesians, Indigenous Elders 
standing alongside 

 Keenan knows faithful Dragon Family still stand strong to protect 
GCA Bunkers 

 Keenan steadfastly pronounces “It’s War—Why quit when we’re 
winning!” 

 Keenan receives spiritual protection in his battles with the dark 
forces/deep state 



 Keenan innately knows from the Asian Elders that he’s won in the 
spiritual realm 

 Keenan Irish will and American valor will manifest winning on the 
physical realm 

 Keenan will fulfill 2018 Amanah Agreement as elected by the 
Indonesian Elders 

 Keenan will successfully restore the people—planet to usher in the 
Golden Age 

 



 

 

 



Concluding Remarks from Group K: 
 

The anonymous contributor has done an accurate job in researching and confirming the bold 

actions of the intrepid Neil Keenan over the last decade and more.   

 

As a member of Group K, I can asssure you that there is A LOT MORE.   

 

The bullet points are a deep-dive into the real-time Keenan bullets that have hit home and hit hard.   

 

Rest assured that Neil will not be using small arms. Try Howitzers launching financial bombs.  

 

A new financial and economic World is coming very soon now.   

 

Thanks, 

 

 Neil Keenan and Group-K. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 


